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Abstract

This thesis proposes a single-period day-ahead stochastic market-clearing

mechanism that schedules large and variable Distributed Generators (DGs) to

reliably supply the system demand. The mechanism considers the stochasticity

of both, the system demand and the generation of variable DGs in order to

satisfy a minimal reliability criterion. The reserves, which are provided by

large generators, are endogenously determined by the stochastic mechanism.

Furthermore, the mechanism is intended to allocate in a cost-reflective manner

the additional operational costs introduced by variable DGs in such a way

that no entry barriers are imposed to them. Aiming to achieve the effective

integration of variable DG within the proposed mechanism, the called flexibility

rights are defined, and a further classification of DGs according to their

generation capacity is proposed.
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1
Introduction

“Si quieres cambio verdadero . . . pues camina distinto”

“La vuelta al mundo”, Entren los que quieran (2010)
René Pérez Joglar

1.1 Background

The worldwide electricity industry, as other infrastructure industries, entered in an enterprise

privatization and market liberalization process almost three decades ago (Wilson, 2002).

Some economists argued that the monopoly model, used until then, was not any more

efficient, and they sustained that a process that transformed the electricity supply into a

market disciplined economic activity rather than a regulated monopoly or a government

policy was necessary (Kirschen & Strbac, 2004). The aim of the liberalization process was

to improve the overall economic efficiency of the industry by unbundling natural monopoly

activities (i.e. transmission and distribution) from potentially competitive activities (i.e.

generation and retailing) (Stoft, 2002). By 1980’s, the electricity supply industry

commenced a movement from a tightly regulated vertically integrated structure to a softly

regulated one composed of function-specialized firms (Wilson, 2002).

As the structure of industry changed, a market environment raised up. In the long run to

accomplish electricity market goals, two main market models have emerged: an Integrated

Model and an Unbundled Model (Wilson, 2002). The first one, a highly centralized

and controlled marketplace clearing the market for buyers and sellers. The second

one, a decentralized market where buyers and sellers trade either directly or throughout

brokers, making use of bilateral contracts (Stoft, 2002; Shahidehpour et al., 2002). Other
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market models (hybrids) have emerged combining features from the aforementioned models

(Shahidehpour et al., 2002).

Simultaneously to the developments in the power market structure previously described,

further developments regarding market architecture took place. Each market, independently

of its model, developed its own sub-markets consolidating a customized architecture. Trends

began to emerge all around the world. Today, different sub-markets can be classified by two

main features: the product or service traded and its remaining time to delivery. Regarding

the product or service provided, market types include energy markets, ancillary services

markets, and transmission-rights markets (Shahidehpour et al., 2002). On the other hand,

considering the time to maturity of the product or service, there are forward and futures

markets, spot markets (i.e. day-ahead markets and intra-day markets) and balancing or

real-time markets (Stoft, 2002; Burger et al., 2007).

Technology improvements have always been a driver of electricity markets. Some

years ago, the diminished economies of scales in the generation industry exemplified

by smaller efficient natural gas plants promoted the liberalization of power markets

(Wilson, 2002). Nowadays, the wide and massive spread of variable power generation

technologies namely, wind, solar and run-of-river technologies, is demanding significant

changes in the traditional methods used for power system operation and planning (NERC,

2009). The main underlaying issue on power system operation and planning regarding

variable and unpredictable generation, is precisely its uncertain nature and the stochastic

availability featuring it. Previously, uncertainty was exclusively associated to eventual

system contingencies and to electricity demand. However, with the introduction of these

new technologies, uncertainty is the usual condition challenging power markets.

In presence of the increasing shares of these variable Renewable Energy Sources (RES)1,

with an important part corresponding to Distributed Generation (DG), both balancing

markets (or real-time markets) and markets for reserve have gained substantial relevance

and thence a burgeoning literature. Furthermore, although balancing markets and their

settlement processes have converged into a few well-understood models (e.g. the pool and

the exchange approach as balancing market models Stoft (2002), and the single and dual

imbalance pricing mechanisms as settlement schemes Barth & Weber (2005)), models of

reserve markets are still as many as there are defined types of reserve. This situation is

caused from fundamental issues that have historically complicated the design of reserve

markets (Wilson, 2002): (i) limited exploitation of reserve options on demand side; (ii)

types of reserves are substitutes in a quality hierarchy derived from their response times; and

(iii) reserve bids have at least two parts (capacity and energy). Moreover, the vast recent

1Also variable non-renewable technologies as micro-CHP can be considered.
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literature on RES integration suggests that markets for reserve are not well prepared for

high penetrations of variable RES. For instance, according to Olmos et al. (2010), in several

countries there is a lack of economic incentives to provide reserve services either because

they are undervalued or because the conditions to provide them are very stringent. An

evidence of the low level of maturity of these markets is the mandatory condition normally

imposed to the provision of some reserve categories, specially those of higher quality. For

these reasons, further research on these markets under development is required in order

to forge and dispose them for deep penetrations of variable RES and DG. In an intend to

start addressing these issues, this work proposes a pool-based method to efficiently allocate

the additional reserves and their associated costs among variable DGs. In other words,

this method is designed to provide both the SO and variable DGs with an efficient market

platform to manage respectively additional reserve requirements and exposure to real-time

or imbalance prices.

A day-ahead scheduling mechanism executed in a competitive electricity market is in

essence an auction that determines, according to an economic criterion (e.g. minimum

cost), an equilibrium between supply and demand. It is also referred as a market-clearing

mechanism considering it evaluates participants’ offers and bids1, and it further accepts or

rejects them according to a scoring rule. In pool-based electricity markets (i.e. integrated

systems as defined by Wilson (2002)), this scoring rule normally takes the form of an

optimization algorithm. Furthermore, it is normal that integrated systems, and even some

unbundled systems, absorb the uncertainty introduced by variable RES and DGs as if they

were negative demand. This design measure is normally intended to smooth the integration

of such technologies. However, though this measure is considerably efficient for low RES

and DG penetrations, for considerable penetrations (more than 10% of variable generation)

deeper market measures have to be taken in order to efficiently integrate them. The

economic efficiency of such integration can be measured by assessing the cost reflectivity

property of the market in question, since the latter can be considered the most important

issue which markets should address (IEA, 2005; ILEX, 2002b). Therefore, in order to

effectively integrate high shares of variable RES and DG within short-term electricity

markets, the additional costs imposed for maintaining the system reliably operating should

be fairly allocated among those agents introducing them. Balancing and reserve costs2

constitute a significative share of that increment in operational costs, and they both will

1For the sake of understanding the following convention is defined: offers are formal intends to sell a
service, and bids are formal intends to buy a service.

2As stated by (MacDonald, 2003), “balancing costs differ from reserve costs in that the latter is
contracted for in advance in order to ensure support is available if called upon, while balancing costs
are applied as a result of actual system balancing activities and are on the whole charged to those causing
the imbalances.”
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become even more representative with the further penetration of variable RES. Several

studies quantifying these costs as those presented by ILEX & Strbac (2002); MacDonald

(2003); Holttinen (2004); Ramsay et al. (2007); Milligan (2003) agree that considerable

penetrations of variable RES and DG will increase them noticeably. As for that, it is widely

believed that more sofisticated and cost-reflective reserve and balancing markets are the

least cost solution to integrate variable RES IEA (2005); ILEX (2002a). This work is thence

focused towards these markets, and more specifically, towards finding a market solution able

to address the allocation of the additional costs imposed by variable RES and DG regarding

the increased reserve requirements without imposing unfair entry barriers to those incoming

agents.

Designing a cost-reflective reserve market for an integrated power market with

a significant penetration of variable DG implies the transformation of a traditionally

compulsory one-sided market (i.e. the SO buying reserve services that must be provided

by all eligible generators) into a multi-sided market1 (i.e. the SO, load serving entities and

variable DGs buying reserve services from eligible generators and demand-side participants)

where not all the agents involved are compelled to participate in it. Along these lines, if

property rights over required reserves were marketable and they were given an appropriate

utility exploitable for example in the balancing market, theoretically the reserve market

would be of voluntary participation, since the scheduled reserves would be a scarce resource

demanded and valued by parties that cause imbalances. It would be scarce because, due

to the aggregation effect of individual reserve requirements, the system-wide requirements

would tend to be smaller than the sum of the individual reserve requirements, and thence the

reserve demand would exceed the scheduled amount (Holttinen, 2004). Moreover, it would

be valued because it would be the least cost non-financial option for the aforementioned

parties to avoid the exposure to imbalance prices within the real-time market, and this is

again a benefit of the system-wide reserve requirements aggregation: an individual reserve

requirement would represent only a portion of itself in the system-wide requirements2, and

the same reduction applies to its cost. Taking advantage of this aggregation effect is vital

since it constitutes an efficient operation practice exploitable by market mechanisms, and

efficient market rules are able to lower variable RES integration costs (Ramsay et al., 2007).

In general, this thesis proposes an advance towards the sketched cost-reflective reserve

market. More specifically, the contribution is to include variable DGs as part of the demand

side of reserves which has been traditionally compounded by a single buyer, the SO.

According to Rochet & Tirole (2004), two-sided markets can be defined “as markets in

1Rochet & Tirole (2004) present an overview of two-sided markets, and they define how they diverge
from one-sided markets.

2In Kirby & Hirst (2000), a reserve allocation method satisfying this feature is presented.
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which one or several platforms enable interactions between end-users, and try to get the two

(or multiple) sides “on board” by appropriately charging each side.” Therefore, following

this definition and the prior reserve market, a marketable service called ‘flexibility rights’ is

defined. They are basically property rights over the additional reserves scheduled because

of variable DGs. The cost reflectivity principle is held by this market mechanism as this

service allows to charge participants for the costs they impose to the system, and this enables

an strong incentive for them to reduce their imbalance positions by any means (Ramsay

et al., 2007). Variable DGs ought to pay for the additional reserves required to maintain

the system operating reliably in such a way that no entry barriers are impose to them.

The latter condition is equally important in order to make the designed ‘market platform’

interesting and accessible for DGs, or at least to make it a better option than the real-time

market, which should be designed to balance only marginal system-wide imbalances with

expensive reserve resources.

Finally, the proposed market solution is developed within a single-period stochastic

market-clearing mechanism, which is the mathematical framework used to find the day-

ahead market equilibrium. This framework considers the stochasticity of both, electricity

demand and variable DG, to meet the system demand in a reliable and efficient manner.

As well, this approach is based on a simplified model of an integrated power system: it

clears a single period; it ignores the constraints imposed by the transmission and distribution

networks; it assumes that conventional generators are fully available and exempt of outages;

and ancillary services other than a single reserve category are disregarded1.

1.2 Related Work

Considering the focus of this thesis is toward the inclusion of variable DG technologies within

a short-term market-clearing mechanism and the efficient and cost-reflective allocation of

the additional costs they impose to the system regarding the additional reserves required,

the following works were considered to be related enough to be here described.

There are lots of research regarding variable RES integration from a system-wide point

of view. However, not much literature on the subject from the variable producer’s point

of view can be found. In (Holttinen, 2005) this perspective is taken and an interesting

analysis based on real data of the Danish market is presented. This paper shows evidence

1Several studies agree on that reserve categories are affected in different degrees by the integration of
RES and DG. The lesser is the quality of the reserve category, the more it is affected Holttinen (2004);
Doherty & O’Malley (2005); Ramsay et al. (2007). For illustrating purposes, only the reserve category for
tertiary frequency control is considered in this work. That is the reserves deployed approximately in a time
scale from 15 minutes up to an hour.
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of how approaching the market gate closure to delivery time could increase wind power

producers’ profits by means of improving their production forecasts. To do this, balancing

markets are studied and a cost-reflective imbalance pricing scheme is described. Although

the proposed solution attacks the general architecture of the market, the underlying problem

is the additional reserves required by wind power. Moreover, their proposal goes towards

improving the forecasting capacity of those variable producers.

On the other hand, in (Holttinen et al., 2006) an international study about the increase

of reserve requirements and balancing costs due to wind power integration is presented. It is

a collaboration of 10 countries of the International Energy Agency (IEA), and it presents real

evidence of how variable RES necessarily increase the reserves required in order to maintain

the system reliably operating. Very interesting graphical comparisons of the aforementioned

variables are made between the different studies summarized by this work.

The proposal presented by Milligan (2001) is pertinent for the work proposed by this

thesis, because it is intended to allocate, following a probabilistic technique originally

proposed by Strbac & Kirschen (2000), the operating reserve burden among conventional

and wind power plants. The technique uses an allocation that prorates the reserve burden

based of expected energy not delivered, and it is designed separately from the energy market.

Although it is a cost-reflective allocation of the reserve burden and it exploits the diversity

principle (i.e. aggregation), it only allocates the associated costs among the participants,

who would have to pay for them in a compulsory manner. It means that the demand side

of the reserves would be still driven by a tariff system in which reserve users are compelled

to pay for a reserve burden. Conversely, this thesis proposes to overturn the traditional

one-sided reserve market by turning the reserves into a valuable service. This way, the

demand side of reserves will be incentivized to bid voluntarily for reserves in the form of

flexibility rights.

Similarly, Kirby & Hirst (2000) presents a methodology to allocate the requirements

for regulation and load-following ancillary services among the customers. Even though the

reserve allocation is done among consumers, the mathematical formulation is pertinent and

applicable also to all market participants imposing reserve requirements to the system. The

proposed vector-allocation method is a cost-reflective methodology, and it could be used

as an alternative methodology to determine the share of total reserves that are actually

imposed by variable DGs.

The allocation of reserve requirements among market participants is a task that

according to prior analyses, has to be performed if a cost reflective market is desired.

However, before knowing how to allocate the costs of scheduled reserves, the amount

of reserves required to operate the system in a reliable manner has to be determined
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somehow. Some research has been done in this area. For instance, Doherty & O’Malley

(2005) proposed a probabilistic approach to quantify reserve demand in systems with

significant installed wind capacity. Here, the generator outage rates and load and wind

power forecasts were considered in order to fulfill a reliability criterion. This approach is

also an alternate methodology to determine the aggregated reserve requirements by means

of probability calculations. However, this method is designed to be executed separately

from any scheduling mechanism unlike those approaches with an stochastic programming

core.

In (Varaiya et al., 2011) and Bialek et al. (2010), a ‘risk-limiting dispatch’ approach is

presented. This approach is presented like a new operating paradigm suitable for renewable

penetration and the smart grid, unlike the traditional ‘worst-case dispatch’. What is more

interesting is the vision they propose of a market were an heterogeneous commodity

is traded: intermittent or unreliable power, instead of an homogeneous commodity:

firm or reliable power, which was pertinent when handling only conventional generation

technologies. In order to enable a market around an heterogeneous commodity, they propose

to extend the market the market for reliable power by allowing transactions of interruptible

power and interruptible load contracts parametrized by a price c, and a probability (1− p)
the contract may not be honored (i.e. not supplying/receiving the power). The latter

proposal is similar to the idea developed by this thesis, as it presents a specific market

solution (i.e. a new type of power contract) in order to enable the active and efficient

participation of variable RES in the electricity market. Also, this market mechanism allows

to value appropriately electricity that is produced with some uncertainty, which is essential

in a market with an homogeneous product. The same effect is achieved in this thesis by

inducing variable DGs to buy flexibility rights to ‘firm up’ they uncertain power production.

Finally, Bouffard & Galiana (2008) present a market-clearing mechanism with stochastic

security, that is exactly the mathematical framework by which this thesis is supported.

This work describes the general formulation of a multi-period forward short-term electricity

market-clearing problem (i.e. unit commitment problem), and it considers the participation

of conventional, non-dispatchable and variable wind power generation resources. The

complete formulation of such a complex problem is further described in (Bouffard, 2006),

and it was used together with other references in stochastic programming to formulate

the mathematical core of the problem here treated. In this work as well as in the present

thesis, the concept of a net or residual demand is used making reference to the system

demand minus the variable power production. Moreover, the firm power production is

scheduled to supply this stochastic variable. Also, more recent works have approached to

the same problem in different forms. For instance, (Restrepo, 2010) proposes a hybrid
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deterministic/stochastic unit commitment formulation that accounts for high levels of

wind penetrations that simplifies the problem to some extent without loosing essential

features of a pure stochastic formulation. These works however, do not enable the active

participation of variable generators within the proposed market-clearing mechanism because

they were thought for markets with supporting schemes such as feed-in tariffs, where all

RES production has to be absorbed by the market as if it were negative demand.

The remain of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the market

framework upon which the proposed market-clearing mechanism and the integration method

are supposed to work. Subsequently, Chapter 3 describes a proposal to overcome the

problem imposed by the active participation of DGs within the market. Chapter 4

presents the proposal to integrate effectively variable generation resources within the

market mechanism, i.e. the flexibility rights as a market service. Chapter 5 presents

the mathematical formulation of the whole market-clearing mechanism, to which the

methodology to integrate variable DGs is integrated. Then, in Chapter 6 an illustrative

example is presented as a case study in which effectiveness of the proposed mechanism

is assessed. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis conclusions and presents the further

work.



2
Market Framework

“. . . eso tu eres el cristal de mis pupilas . . . ”.

“El cristal de mis pupilas”
Iván Ovalle

This chapter presents in two brief sections the generalities and further important

details of the structure and architecture of an electricity market that is assumed to be

the framework upon which the thesis is developed. The thesis contributions are therefore

designed specifically for this framework; however, they can be easily adapted to different

centralized market models and essentially suited to decentralized market models.

2.1 General Market Assumptions

Within the architecture of electricity markets theory, there is a broad range of possibilities

for market designs. Therefore, in order to properly propose a market-clearing mechanism, a

general market framework has to be defined. The following assumptions roughly sketch the

architecture of a centralized power market (i.e. an integrated system according to Wilson,

2002). It will be used as a framework for the proposed mechanism. Special attention is

given to the day-ahead market for which the market-clearing mechanism is designed.

1. Electricity market structure and architecture

• Restricted vertical integration in generation and transmission activities

• Open access to transmission and distribution systems

• The market architecture design comprises:
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◦ Bilateral financial market: Produces financial not standardized mid and

long-term contracts between agents

◦ Day-ahead spot market: Produces financial standardized short-term con-

tracts between agents and ISO

◦ Hour-ahead spot market: Produces physical standardized short-term con-

tracts between agents and ISO

◦ Balancing market: Produces physical standardized immediate-term con-

tracts between agents and ISO

• Network constraints are not considered in the scheduling mechanism (i.e. ‘single

bus’ system is assumed)

2. Assumptions regarding participants

• Market participants are classified as follows:

◦ Firm generators: Large generators are considered to provide firm energy,

and to have a generation capacity over 20 MW

◦ Distributed generators1:

→ Micro distributed generators: Micro generators with generation capac-

ities up to 10 kW

→ Small distributed generators: Small generators with generation capaci-

ties from 10 kW up to 2 MW

→ Medium distributed generators: Medium generators with generation

capacities from 2 MW up to 20 MW

• An aggregator is defined as a set of generation resources, however it is considered

to be a single market participant. Different types of aggregators can be defined

such as virtual aggregators (e.g. Virtual Power Producers or VPPs) and physical

aggregators (e.g. microgrids), yet they would have to be further defined by more

specific market rules

• Each generation plant is considered a market participant if it is not part of an

aggregator

• Market participants have to be registered under a single category, and if a market

participant is classified as DG, it has to be further classified in one of the DG

categories

1As defined in Chapter 3, DG categories are not an absolute classification of small generators. It is
rather an attempt to sort the sources by purpose and capacity which must obey to local customizations,
features and available technologies.
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3. Assumptions regarding services supplied

• Services traded at the day-ahead market are limited to energy supply, reserves

and flexibility rights

• There is a single category of reserves as well as a single category of flexibility

rights

• Reserves are further divided between sources of incremental (upward reserve)

and decremental energy (downward reserve)

• Flexibility rights are also divided between upward and downward rights

• Other ancillary services, including other reserve categories, are neglected except

for the frequency regulation service which is assumed to be provided by other

means (e.g. long-term contracts)

• Long and short-term transmission rights are also neglected as no transport

network is considered in the market1

4. Market participation rules

• To actively participate in the market, a periodic fixed fee (e.g. annual) and a

variable trading fee (e.g. commission per MWh traded) has to by paid by each

participant

• Aggregators would be allowed under limited network-location conditions, which

are not relevant to the problem because the network is not considered in the

model

• Micro DGs are exempt of market participation fees since they do not actively

participate in it

• Small and medium DGs are both favored with special tariffs, i.e. reduced fixed

fee and increased variable fee

• The proposed market-clearing mechanism, which is designed for the day-ahead

spot market, is limited to solve a single time period, thus no inter-temporal

constraints are considered2

1The proposal involves an integrated system in which usually energy, reserves and transmission rights
are jointly coordinated in a single optimization-based auction. However, as network is not considered in the
market-clearing mechanism, transmission congestion and remuneration could be thought as to be managed
by simpler means, namely out-of-market rescheduling measures and a postage-stamp rate remuneration
method. As for this issue, it is one of the main concerns appointed as future work.

2The limitation to a single period is an important restriction. In fact, this thesis is thought as a first
step before generalizing the proposal to encompass the whole Unit Commitment problem which is also, with
transmission rights, a main concern appointed as future work.
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2.2 Description of Market Architecture

Under the prior market assumptions, the market framework is further described in order have

a conceptual image of the market for which the market-clearing mechanism is proposed.

In this section an example of a market microstructure, i.e. the sub-markets compounding

the system, is described in detail. The market architecture here described is not an ideal

market, since such a thing has not been achieved by any market yet. Different electricity

market models show their own advantages and disadvantages, and an absolute scoring rule

is quite difficult to be designed as well as extremely subjective. Therefore, this architecture

proposal can only be taken as a framework for which the contributions of the thesis were

designed. This description will be organized as follows: markets far from delivery time will

be described first followed by those closer to real-time.

The first market of interest is the Bilateral market, where regular bilateral and financial

contracts are issued between parties. Under the proposed framework, these contracts

would not imply commitments with the ISO at all. Contracts are written privately by

market participants, and they are subsequently settled by involved parties when they

reach their maturity time. This means that in the proposed scheme, bilateral contracts

are basically assumed as contracts for difference not related with scheduling mechanisms

executed by the ISO. These are purely financially settled agreements designed to bear

market (price/quantity) risks. An immediate implication of this statement is that for a

generator to actually produce power, it has to sell its generation resources at least in one of

the following markets (i.e. day-ahead, hour-ahead or balancing market). Also, should the

generator decide (or be obligated) not to produce any power, he could instead trade in the

spot and the balancing markets in order to honor his bilateral contracts. These contracts

are issued at all times as they do not imply any obligation between parties and the ISO.

However, they are usually long-term contracts issued far from delivery time as they are

thought to be hedging tools protecting against short-term price volatility.

Going closer to delivery time, short-term contracts issued in the day-ahead spot market,

that are also of financial nature, represent quite different commitments because they imply a

direct agreement with the ISO instead of other agent. In fact, despite their financial nature,

which means they can be still traded bilaterally (perhaps with some conditions imposed by

system reliability constraints specified in the contract, e.g. a zone within which power has

to be injected), they entail a generation commitment with the ISO which automatically

becomes physically binding after the hour-ahead market clearance.

Regarding short-term and immediate-term contracts issued in the hour-ahead spot

market and in the balancing market respectively (as well as short-term contracts turned into
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physical commitments), as they imply physical commitments with the ISO, they are treated

differently. Holders of these kind of commitments should honor their contracts with agreed

generation resources because otherwise they would have to assume financial responsibility

after balancing market clearance. The balancing market is then the last opportunity agents

have to redefine their physical contractual positions, and it is characterized by having a

single buyer, the ISO.

As for resulting imbalances after the balancing market, both long and short individual

positions (i.e. positive or negative imbalances between physically committed and actually

delivered resources) of participants are settled at the real-time System Marginal Price

(SMP). This SMP would work as the system imbalance price. Under this single imbalance

price mechanism, the SMP would be ‘high’ when the overall system is in a short position,

hence it would reward those agents in a long position and penalize those in a short position.

Conversely, the SMP would be ‘low’ when the overall system is in a long position, thus

agents in a long position would be penalized, and those in a short position would be

rewarded (ILEX, 2002b).

This balancing market is basically the spot market as described by Wilson (2002),

where the ISO has a hierarchical list of mechanisms and resources to balance the system

that should be sequentially deployed. The resources and mechanisms defined are based

upon the description of a real-time market made by Wilson (2002):

1. Immediate-term energy offers: (Balancing market first stage) Single-buyer market

where incremental and decremental offers1 are continuously received (and further

accepted or rejected) by ISO to further balance the system in shorter periods of

time.2. This first stage of the balancing market is proposed to be settled under a

pay-as-bid basis in order to allow ISO to obtain opportunely the most competitive and

still available resources from agents willing to trade them at competitive prices. Even

though this mechanism would be running on a pay-as-bid basis, their participants

might naturally use current real-time SMP as a benchmark to make their own offers,

and the ISO would use both real-time price and reserve options, as reference prices

to accept convenient offers.

2. Real-time energy offers: (Balancing market second stage) This mechanism is similar

to the previous market to the extend that it receives offers of two standardized services

1In this balancing market stage the ISO acts as the sole buyer, and only two services (incremental and
decremental energy blocks) are traded. Those services should be further specified as reserve categories (e.g.
capable of ramping to specified level within 30 minutes and running for at least one hour).

2The standard time period should be defined consistently with the ramping characteristics specified for
first stage incremental and decremental energy services (e.g. 30 minutes).
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(incremental and decremental energy blocks), but it differs from it in the following

issues: (i) services would have tighter ramping requirements (response times); (ii)

therefore, accepted offers would be used to balance the system in shorter time periods

(e.g. 15 minutes); (iii) also, offers would have only a capacity part, and they would

be settled at the current real-time SMP. Offers, therefore, would be either accepted

or rejected immediately in a first-come first-served basis according to certain selection

criterion (depending only on the balancing status of time period in question). This

mechanism requires real-time SMP to be permanently published and updated in order

to allow participants to have complete information to make their offers. The difference

of this mechanism with the single imbalance price mechanism previously introduced

is precisely that here, agents’ participation is voluntary and they would know the price

when preparing their offer.

3. Exercising reserve options: (Balancing market third stage) This mechanism would

be considered, as described by Wilson (2002), the last market resort. It would

consist in exercising enough previously acquired options of reserve resources (upward

or downward) to further balance the system. Furthermore, options would be exercised

in merit order according to their energy price part. As in prior stages, these resources

would be deployed to balance the system a standard time period ahead; time period

which has to be consistent with response time defined for reserves1, and also with

response times defined for previous balancing market stages. In other words, if the

response time for third stage is defined as 10 minutes, reserve options would be

exercised 10 minutes before delivery time, and they should be totally deployed within

those 10 minutes2.

4. Out-of-market measures: (Balancing market fourth stage) This would be the last

resort of ISO to balance the system before undesirable technical measures, as load

shedding, have to be taken. Naturally, these resources would be deployed when all

prior resources have been exhausted, or when required to relief violations of reliability

constraints in particular locations of the transmission system where none market

mechanisms had effect.

Finally, the settlement rule for physical contracts not honored is described. The aim of

the rule is basically to collect enough capital out of generators’ imbalances (i.e. dishonored

1An unique reserve category, further classified in upward and downward, has been assumed for the overall
market.

2Maximum time responses of 10 minutes are normally defined for the highest quality reserve category
– excluding primary reserve or frequency regulation service – since it is precisely regulation which provides
an automatic balancing cushion of approximately 10 minutes, after which generators must return to former
set points to continue providing regulation services (Wilson, 2002).
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physical commitments) to remunerate services bought by the ISO in the balancing market.

The philosophy of any market rule should be cost-reflectivity, and applied to this case it

would imply that participants should bear balancing costs that their actions imposed to the

system ILEX (2002a). Moreover, as both imbalances and costs of balancing resources are

only known after delivery time, the settlement rule has to be applied ex-post. A simple

mechanism to charge for imbalances satisfying the cost-reflectivity principle is the single

imbalance price mechanism1: As it has been already described, generators’ imbalances

would be all settled after real-time at the SMP, which would penalize generators in the

same position as the overall system and reward those in the opposite position of the overall

system. Evidently, this mechanism rewards those agents with physical imbalances, which

fortunately were in the reverse direction of the overall system imbalance. The imbalance

price, i.e. the SMP, is calculated in order to gather enough capital to cover deployed

balancing resources, and also to cover expenses of additional reserves (i.e. those for variable

generation) scheduled in day-ahead market which were not entirely covered by flexibility

rights.

Furthermore, it is important to clarify that deviations of variable generators are only

considered imbalances if they surpass their flexibility rights. In contrast, firm generators’

deviations are always considered imbalances unless they have been rescheduled due to

balancing measures, which have been defined as physically binding commitments.

Regarding variable generators, they could prescind partially or totally of their flexibility

rights acquired in the day-ahead market. The commercial value of flexibility rights

underlie in the physical flexibility they have associated. As delivery time approaches,

variable generators gain certainty of their power production, thus they could update their

hedging positions by commercializing dispensable flexibility rights and recover some hedging

expenses. These flexibility rights could be traded either more effectively as flexibility rights

to other variable generators requiring them due to forecasting errors or insufficient hedging,

or as their reserve equivalent (i.e. every MW of upward or downward physical flexibility

gives the right to use or not to provide a MW of downward or upward reserve respectively)

to the ISO or to a firm generator. The ISO could use these incremental or decremental

energy sources as reserve options, and firm generators could acquire them, if competitive,

as rights to avoid the provision of reserve services perhaps deriving a profit out of the trade.

Now, having already presented the market structure and architecture that acts as a

1Experience in NETA (United Kingdom) has shown that the dual imbalance price mechanism (also used
in NordPool – Scandinavia) is not as cost-reflective as it was intended to be. Instead, it has been proposed
to adopt again the single imbalance price because it has the potential to be more cost reflective, to reduce
the cost and risk of doing business and to avoid perverse incentives and inefficient behaviors (see ILEX,
2002b). In brief, the proposed imbalance mechanism would allow smaller and more unpredictable generators
to be more competitive.
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framework for the contributions presented by this work, the main issues briefly described

in Chapter 1 addressed by the proposed mechanism are introduced in the following two

chapters. This stochastic electricity market-clearing mechanism is designed to schedule

both, firm and distributed generators, to supply the stochastic demand of a single period,

which from now on will be considered to be an hour. More specifically, in order to effectively

solve both problems introduced by DG, the DG integration method must address first, the

allocation of costs imposed by additional scheduled reserves among DGs, and second, the

entry barriers that the allocation of those costs may impose to DGs.



3
Small Participants Integration

“Você não pode comprar o vento, você não pode comprar o sol
você não pode comprar a chuva, você não pode comprar o calor”

“Latinoamérica”, Entren los que quieran (2010)
René Pérez Joglar

Olmos et al. (2010) concisely summarizes one of the two issues that the mechanism here

proposed addresses. The authors present some limitations that RES and Combined Heat

and Power (CHP) producers have regarding their active participation in energy markets as

barriers to the implementation of response options to mitigate the impact of wind power

on electricity systems. It is a pertinent introduction to this issue because they state that

although RES/CHP producers are not explicitly excluded from accessing energy markets,

there may be some technical or other requirements creating barriers for their participation

in practice. High trading fees is the example these authors present, which is an obstacle to

access the market, and it gains special importance for small participants. Also, this work

becomes pertinent because it proposes the aggregation of units as an effective solution

to this problem, and clearly aggregators are one of the proposes considered in within this

thesis. The reduction of transaction costs is just one of the outcomes of this simple measure

that certainly needs to be thoroughly specified according to markets’ local conditions.

This brief Chapter is intended therefore to describe how those entry barriers that may

exist or appear, specially those affecting small participants, can be avoided or at least

mitigated. The barriers considered are only those introduced by the allocation of the costs

imposed by the additional reserves that have to be scheduled due to the variable DG’s
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uncertainty. Although the additional reserve costs1 have to be allocated among those

agents forcing their purchase, this additional costs ought to be allocated in such a way that

no excessive burdens are imposed to small agents according to their size. However, it may

not be only a matter of how the costs are allocated but also a matter of market design.

As it will be further explained, this additional operational costs can be transformed into

the purchase of a flexibility service which can give benefits redeemable in the balancing

market’s settlement.

There is an increasing trend among electricity markets to classify market participants

according to their energy trading volumes. This has been taking place due to the

popularization of technologies such as DG because they widen the generation capacity

spectrum enough to include competitive generation technologies with capacities under

10 kW . The aim of categorization is to assess not only the economic capacity of agents

within the categories but also the economic and technical impacts they may produce upon

market and system operation. More specifically, a technical categorization according to

producers’ generation capacities eases the formulation of diverse market participation forms

suitable for each category. In fact, the classification scheme for generators previously

presented in Chapter 2 was proposed precisely as an attempt to sort the system generation

resources. Certainly, a classification of this nature has to be customized for each system as

it is usual for regulatory issues. Beyond those issues and assuming the presented categories,

they are further described: firm generators are conventional large participants that actively

participate in the electricity market by offering their energy supply and also upward and

downward reserve services. On the other hand, DGs are classified in three categories.

Starting by the largest, medium DGs category is thought for medium sized generating units

that might be used mainly in the industry, e.g. a 20 MW small hydro which uses a stream

passing nearby some facilities. Decreasing in capacity there is the small DGs category, in

which minor plants are used by small industries or commercial buildings, e.g. a shopping

mall using 500 kW of photovoltaic (PV) panels along its roof; and finally, the micro DGs

category that is mainly thought for residential or commercial use, for example a house with

1 kW of PV panels or perhaps an urban office building endowed with a 3 kW vertical axis

wind turbine (VAWT).

Furthermore, the following market participation conditions are proposed for the DG

categories:

1It is recalled that reserve costs are those contracted for in advance in order to ensure support is available
in real-time.
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3.1 Medium DGs

These generators have to participate directly in the scheduling mechanism, and they must

provide an accurate forecast of their power production for the period in question. As the

largest category of DG, they should be able to bear some market risks if proper hedging

mechanisms are enabled for them. A specific bidding scheme is defined for them, with

which they will be able to make energy offers and flexibility bids1.

3.2 Small DGs

Generators under this category participate directly in the market-clearing mechanism.

However, they do it through a simpler bidding scheme (in comparison with the prior

category’s bidding scheme) that disengages them from almost all the quantity-risk managing

task which may be heavy burden for them. More specifically, they are allowed to make only

an energy price offer besides the generation forecast they must provide. Additionally, a joint

flexibility bid is determined for all small DGs out of their aggregated forecasts according

to a conservative predefined algorithm that must be designed2. This algorithm generates a

complete offer as if all the small DGs were a single medium DG offer, so for all purposes

the mechanism here proposed assumes as known the combined offer representing all the

small DGs which are treated as a single medium DG. This participation form liberates small

DGs from the burden that managing quantity risks represents by establishing a standard risk

aversion with the aforementioned algorithm. This implies that small DGs can not separately

reflect the price they are willing to pay for the inherent variability of their power production

and thence they have to internalize it in their energy offer normally by reducing it in a

certain measure.

3.3 Micro DGs

Lastly, these generators will have the most supportive economic incentive since they

are exempt of participating actively in the market mechanism. This is because despite

the degree of variability and unpredictability nature of their power production, all this

uncertainty is absorbed by system demand’s uncertainty, and it is thence internalized by the

market as if it were negative demand. This means that these generators will be remunerated

1The mentioned flexibility rights will be described in the following Chapter
2This algorithm is relegated as future work. The algorithm has to be defined following the same cost-

reflectivity and incentive compatibility principles used for the overall mechanism in order to avoid entry
barriers and gaming opportunities.
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by their power production, and they will not be penalized by the variability they introduce

to the system’s balance equation. In other words, they are entirely freed from exposure to

market quantity risks. This is reasonable, and it will become gradually more cost-reflective

with the growth of micro DG shares in the market because the variability of demand, as

well as the variability of micro DGs is paid by customers in the form of reserves1. Therefore,

customers are permanently fostered to acquire micro DG resources as they do not represent

any market burden, and they may bring extra benefits. With few micro DG shares among

customers, those not having micro DG, i.e. the majority, will be paying for uncertainty not

introduced by them. However, in the long-term when having micro DG as a paradigm, most

of the customers will be again paying for the uncertainty they introduce to the system, as

it is without micro DG at all.

1This statement requires the widely accepted assumption that in the short-term the customers, i.e. the
demand, should pay for reserves if variable generation is not considered at all. Moreover, this statement
becomes stronger by assuming that large generators are totally firm.
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Variable Generation Integration

“No tengo todo calculado, ni mi vida resuelta
sólo tengo una sonrisa y espero una de vuelta”

“La vuelta al mundo”, Entren los que quieran (2010)
René Pérez Joglar

This Chapter describes the method proposed to integrate variable DGs within the

market-clearing mechanism used to schedule the day-ahead market. This issue that has

to be addressed by the proposed method emerges from the variability associated to certain

DG technologies such as wind energy, PV energy, run-of-river energy and micro CHP. More

specifically, this issue appears from the necessity to allocate in a cost-reflective manner the

costs incurred by the ISO in concept of the additional reserves that have to be scheduled

due to the mentioned variability. Moreover, this cost allocation must include somehow

all variable DGs though pertinent discrimination according to the previously introduced

generators categories must be kept.

The proposed allocation method is a flexibility auction integrated to the market-clearing

mechanism. More specifically, it is an auction for flexibility rights, which give the right to

the holder, namely a variable DG, to deviate a specified power quantity either upward or

downward from its generation commitment (i.e. accepted energy offer) at a cost specified

by the acquired flexibility right. These rights are intended to work as an insurance for

variable generators: they will buy a right in the day-ahead market in order to be allowed to

deviate in real-time from their scheduled power at a price initially agreed different from the

volatile energy System Marginal Price (SMP) at which the imbalances are settled ex-post.

Similar to reserves, flexibility rights are basically defined by 4 parameters:
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• Type: Upward or downward flexibility rights (give the right to deviate upward or

downward respectively)

• Capacity: Maximum deviation allowed from scheduled power in MW

• Capacity price: Unitary price bid for flexibility capacity in $/MW

• Energy price: Unitary price bid for actual deviation (i.e. deployed flexibility) in

$/MWh

Thus, to acquire a flexibility right a variable DG has to make a bid composed by the

4 parameters: the flexibility type indicating the direction toward which the variable DG

wants to be able to deviate, the flexibility capacity he is willing to get and the two-part

price bid, i.e. the capacity price and the energy price. DGs can bid simultaneously for both

services, upward and downward rights. Furthermore, each aggregated flexibility demand

curve (upward and downward) is composed by the two-part1 bids sent by variable DGs

depending on their risk aversion and on the value they give to the benefits these rights

provide.

As for DG categories, medium DGs will be allowed to bid for flexibility rights, so the

introduced parameters are included in their bidding scheme. The small DGs, as defined

in Chapter 3, will not be able to bid directly for flexibility rights; however, the described

mechanism will bid jointly for all small DGs aggregated as if they were a single medium

DG. Finally, micro DGs do not have to participate in the market at all and thence they do

not require flexibility bids.

Furthermore, a relation between the assigned flexibility rights and the additional reserves

required has to be established in order to effectively allocate their costs among those

variable generators paying for flexibility rights. In order to do that, it is first necessary

to determine the additional reserves required due to variable DGs. Second, a separate

equilibrium point between the flexibility bids, the conventional reserve requirements and

the reserve offers is found. This equilibrium yields the amount of flexibility rights assigned.

Finally, a proportional relation is established between those rights and the additional reserves

previously calculated. Naturally, the resulting flexibility rights may be more, less or equal to

the additional reserves scheduled by the SO. This procedure is further explained in section

5.3.9.

Therefore, reserve services offered by firm generators would satisfy not only reserve

requirements endogenously established by the stochastic demand but also by the individual

1The price parameters, namely capacity price and energy price, are the most important as they define
whether a bid is accepted or rejected by the settlement rule.
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flexibility requirements represented by the flexibility bids. Hence, superimposing a flexibility

demand curve and the conventional reserve requirements with its corresponding reserves

supply curve, the method could theoretically find an equilibrium at which certain offers and

bids will be accepted.

An interesting point of view, is to treat flexibility rights as property rights over the spare

reserves scheduled1. Once one acquires them, one could either keep them for its later use

or sell them to other parties valuing them more, obviously according to the market rules.

More generally, flexibility rights are a service that allow variable DGs to internalize

the random nature of the power they produce. Thus, accounting flexibility rights’ costs,

variable DGs may have to add a significant incremental cost to their energy offer in order

to actually reflect the value of their energy. According to several studies about additional

balancing costs at different variable generation penetration levels (see Holttinen et al.,

2006; Dale et al., 2004; ILEX & Strbac, 2002; Ford & Milborrow, 2005; Milborrow, 2001),

the marginal costs of variable technologies suffer a small increase. This increase might be

significant, but it is certainly not large enough to drive variable generation ‘fuel-free’ DG

technologies out of the baseload generation.

1There is also a similarity with the physical transmission rights, with which the physical use of
transmission networks is managed when congestion emerges.
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Stochastic Electricity

Market-Clearing Mechanism

“. . . ya encontra lo que buscaba
unos ojos lindos han atrapado mi corazón. . . ”.

“Soy feliz”
Walbert Orozco

5.1 Introduction

The main idea of the proposed market-clearing mechanism can be explained by analyzing

the additional reserves required to reliably operate the system due to the variable DGs. In

general, there are two ways in which one could determine these reserves. The first one

would be following a centralized philosophy, where the ISO having complete information of

forecasted demand, variable generators’ forecasts and firm generators’ energy and reserve

offers, would endogenously determine by optimization means the upward and downward

reserves required system-wide to reliably operate the system. In contrast, the second option,

that is more characteristic of a decentralized system would be to encourage participants

to schedule their own reserve resources in order to balance their production. In the latter,

the ISO would be in charge only of demand uncertainty, and small remanent imbalances.

Analyzing both methods, two conclusions emerge:

• In the centralized method, a more accurate amount of reserves to satisfy reliability

criteria is scheduled, but the allocation of reserves’ costs among the market
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participants and the system customers is a controversial issue.

• In the decentralized method, the costs of conventional reserves and spare reserves

can be easily allocated among market participants and system customers, however,

as natural aggregation phenomenon is not exploited here, it is likely that the total

scheduled reserves exceed the actually required reserves.

Ideally one should schedule only required reserves, and it is also desired to properly

allocate their costs among those causing extra reserves to be scheduled in order to honor

the cost-reflectivity principle. The proposed method, which is merged with the market-

clearing mechanism, is then intended to fulfill these features. The whole mechanism is

described in the following sections after the following definitions:

Definition 1 (Partial residual demand) It is a random variable that results from sub-

tracting the micro DGs’ total generation (g̃µdg) of the system demand (d̃), which are both

random variables:

d̃p = d̃− g̃µdg (5.1)

Definition 2 (Residual demand) It is a random variable that results from subtracting the

small DGs’ total generation (g̃sdg) and the medium DGs’ total generation (g̃mdg) of the

partial residual demand (d̃p), which are all random variables:

d̃r = d̃p − g̃sdg − g̃mdg (5.2)

5.2 Mechanism’s Structure

It is fundamental to first introduce the structure of the proposed mechanism as it is

compounded by several stages, and the reason for these stages to exist and their relations is

vital part of the way the variable DGs are integrated to the mechanism. The proposed

mechanism starts with a base case scheduling methodology, that will now be called

Equilibrium I (EQI). It is obtained from a first optimization problem that determines the

optimal generation schedule to meet the partial residual demand and the amount of reserves

required to satisfy system’s security criteria without any variable generators. Subsequently,

a second solution, Equilibrium II (EQII), is obtained. In EQII again only firm generators are

scheduled to meet now the residual demand. Finally, an Equilibrium III (EQIII) is obtained

in order to optimally determine the reserves that would be scheduled if individual flexibility
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Figure 5.1: Market-clearing equilibria - Conceptual description of the mathematical core of
the market-clearing mechanism which is composed by three optimization problems.
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Figure 5.2: Structure of the proposed scheduling mechanism - Graphical description of
the market-clearing mechanism. Inputs, internal variables and outputs are presented in the
diagram revealing relations between functional blocks.

bids of variable generators are used to buy additional reserves. In the last equilibrium, firm

and variable generators are scheduled jointly with reserve and flexibility services, to meet the

partial residual demand. Figure 5.1 illustrates conceptually the three proposed equilibria.

The three equilibria are required because each one of them fulfills a different task:

EQI determines the required amount of reserves considering only stochasticity of demand

and micro DGM; EQII indicates the actual dispatch of firm generators and the reserve

services they provide; and EIII indicates the dispatch of variable DGs and the assigned

flexibility rights. More specifically, the costs of the additional reserves scheduled in EQII

with respect to EQI (which have to be at least the same) are proportionally allocated among

the flexibility rights assigned in EQIII. The different outcomes can not be obtained from a

single equilibrium and thence three are required.

The conceptual block diagram presented in Figure 5.2 illustrates the structure of the

described mechanism. It is composed out of functional blocks, inputs, partial results

and outputs. The inputs of the mechanism are basically the parameters of the system

demand, DGs and firm generators. On the other hand, the partial results are the equilibria

outcomes and other required pre-optimization parameters, and the mechanism outputs are

the generation schedule and the equilibria shadow prices which can be afterward used to

design the settlement rule1. Finally, the functional blocks are those stages where results are

generated. The following section describes in detail the parts composing the mechanism’s

structure.

1The settlement rule of the market is basically the pricing scheme of all services traded in it. This
settlement rule is out of the scope of this work, but some insights about it are provided.
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5.3 Stochastic Electricity Market-Clearing Mechanism Formu-

lation

This section presents the mathematical formulation of the overall stochastic electricity

market-clearing mechanism. As mentioned in last section, Figure 5.2 illustrates the general

structure of the mechanism. The mechanism is composed by several blocks, including the

three equilibria, that have been barely described. The rest of this section describes these

blocks in detail. The mathematical nomenclature is first introduced.

5.3.1 Nomenclature

For sake of understanding, nomenclature and variables are organized as follows:

• Arrays of three or more dimensions are represented in bold lowercase letters: g

• Matrices are represented with capital letters: G

• Vectors are represented with underlined lowercase letters: g

• Scalars are represented with normal lowercase letters: g

• Index (L+ 1) makes reference to small distributed generators aggregated by the ISO,

which are treated exactly as a single medium DG

• All vectors are column vectors unless otherwise specified

• All variables that express a quantity of a particular scenario (e.g. Gk) are considered

as functions of a random variable before the realization of their respective random

variable

• Not all parameters are presented in all they forms (scalar, vector and matrix form)

though some of them might be used in the problem formulation according to the

described nomenclature rules

Indices

i Index of generators running from 1 to I

l Index of medium distributed generators running from 1 to L or to (L+ 1)

if also includes aggregated small distributed generators
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k Index of discrete realizations of partial residual demand and residual demand

running from 1 to K

b Index of energy blocks compounding generators energy offer1 running from

1 to B

j Index of demand rationing blocks running from 1 to J

Variables

g Post-realization power output array of firm generators (B × I ×K) [MW ]

Gk Post-realization power output matrix of firm generators (B× I) of scenario

k [MW ]

g
i,k

Post-realization power output vector (B×1) of firm generator i of scenario

k [MW ]

gb,i,k Post-realization power output of energy block b of firm generator i of

scenario k [MW ]

gs Scheduled power output vector of firm generators (I × 1) [MW ]

gsi Scheduled power output of firm generator i [MW ]

hs Scheduled power output vector of variable generators ((L+ 1)× 1) [MW ]

hsl Scheduled power output of variable generator l [MW ]

rup Scheduled upward reserve vector of firm generators (I × 1) [MW ]

rupi Scheduled upward reserve of firm generator i [MW ]

rdw Scheduled downward reserve vector of firm generators (I × 1) [MW ]

rdwi Scheduled downward reserve of firm generator i [MW ]

fup Scheduled upward flexibility vector of variable generators ((L+1)×1) [MW ]

fupl Scheduled upward reserve of variable generator l [MW ]

1The energy blocks are organized for each generator in such a way that the first block is the one
associated to the lower energy price, and the last one would be associated to the highest energy price. It is
assumed that all the generators offer the same number of energy blocks, though they can offer zero capacity
blocks.
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fdw Scheduled downward flexibility vector of variable generators ((L + 1) × 1)

[MW ]

fdwl Scheduled downward reserve of variable generator l [MW ]

∆D Post-realization energy shortage matrix (J ×K) [MW ]

∆dk Post-realization energy shortage vector of scenario k (J × 1) [MW ]

∆dj,k Post-realization energy shortage of rationing block j of scenario k [MW ]

∆s Post-realization energy excess vector (K × 1) [MW ]

∆sk Post-realization energy excess of scenario k [MW ]

∆Gup Post-realization upward reserve deployed matrix of firm generators (I ×K)

[MW ]

∆gup
k

Post-realization upward reserve deployed vector of scenario k of firm

generators (I × 1) [MW ]

∆gupi,k Post-realization upward reserve deployed by firm generator i in scenario k

[MW ]

∆Gdw Post-realization downward reserve deployed matrix of firm generators (I ×
K) [MW ]

∆gdw
k

Post-realization downward reserve deployed vector of scenario k of firm

generators (I × 1) [MW ]

∆gdwi,k Post-realization downward reserve deployed by firm generator i in scenario

k [MW ]

∆Gup−aux Post-realization auxiliary upward reserve deployed matrix of firm generators

(I ×K) [MW ]

∆gup−aux
k

Post-realization auxiliary upward reserve deployed vector of scenario k of

firm generators (I × 1) [MW ]

∆gup−auxi,k Post-realization auxiliary upward reserve deployed by firm generator i in

scenario k [MW ]

∆Gdw−aux Post-realization auxiliary downward reserve deployed matrix of firm

generators (I ×K) [MW ]

∆gdw−aux
k

Post-realization auxiliary downward reserve deployed vector of scenario k of

firm generators (I × 1) [MW ]
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∆gdw−auxi,k Post-realization auxiliary downward reserve deployed by firm generator i in

scenario k [MW ]

Random variables

d̃ System total demand2 [MW ]

d̃p System partial residual demand2 [MW ]

d̃r System residual demand2 [MW ]

g̃µdg Micro distributed generators’ aggregated power output [MW ]

g̃sdg Small distributed generators’ aggregated power output (single variable

generator L+ 1) [MW ]

g̃mdgl Power output of medium distributed generator (variable generator)1 l [MW ]

Functions

Cg(·) Firm generation cost function [$]

Parameters

gmaxi Maximum generation output of firm generator i [MW ]

gmini Minimum generation output of firm generator i [MW ]

rup−maxi Maximum upward reserve contribution of firm generator i [MW ]

1Note that there are L random variables regarding medium distributed generators as they are individually
treated rather than in an aggregated manner as micro and small DG.

2Demand, partial residual demand and residual demand are transformed from continuous to discrete
random variables with a finite number K of possible realizations. For mathematical purposes, they are
considered to be constant during the considered time period, even though it is known that they are
actually stochastic variables with infinitesimal realizations within the considered time period. For the sake
of understanding, they can be thought as forecasted mean values for the aforementioned time period.
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rdw−maxi Maximum downward reserve contribution of firm generator i [MW ]

goffb,i Offered generation output of block b of firm generator i [MW ]

agb,i Offered incremental cost of block b of firm generator i [$/MWh]

πupi Offered capacity cost of upward reserve of firm generator i [$/MW ]

πdwi Offered capacity cost of downward reserve of firm generator i [$/MW ]

βupi Offered energy cost of upward reserve of firm generator i [$/MWh]

βdwi Offered energy cost of downward reserve of firm generator i [$/MWh]

hmaxl Maximum generation output of variable generator l [MW ]

hminl Minimum generation output of variable generator l [MW ]

hoffl Offered generation output of variable generator l [MW ]

fup−bidl Bid upward flexibility of variable generator l [MW ]

fdw−bidl Bid downward flexibility of variable generator l [MW ]

ahl Offered incremental cost of variable generator l [$/MWh]

Ωup
l Bid capacity price for upward flexibility of variable generator l [$/MW ]

Ωdw
l Bid capacity cost of downward flexibility of variable generator l [$/MW ]

γupl Bid energy cost of upward flexibility of variable generator l [$/MWh]

γdwl Bid energy cost of downward flexibility of variable generator l [$/MWh]

pk Probability of demand of scenario k [·]

ppk Probability of partial residual demand of scenario k [·]

prk Probability of residual demand of scenario k [·]

dk Demand of scenario k [MW ]

dpk Partial residual demand of scenario k [MW ]

drk Residual demand of scenario k [MW ]

πd Energy shortage unitary cost (J × 1) [$/MWh]

πdj Energy shortage unitary cost of rationing block j [$/MWh]

qdj Ratio of load shedding allowed (out of expected demand) per rationing block

j [·]

πs Energy excess unitary cost [$/MWh]
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εd Energy shortage limit as a ratio of the expected demand [·]

εs Energy excess limit as a ratio of the expected demand [·]

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) Multipliers

λa−Ik Slanted energy marginal price for scenario k in Equilibrium I [$/kWh]

λa−IIk Slanted energy marginal price for scenario k in Equilibrium II [$/kWh]

λa.1−IIIk Slanted energy marginal price under variable generation shortage case for

scenario k in Equilibrium III [$/kWh]

λa.2−IIIk Slanted energy marginal price under variable generation surplus case for

scenario k in Equilibrium III [$/kWh]

λaI Energy marginal price for Equilibrium I [$/kWh]

λaII Energy marginal price for Equilibrium II [$/kWh]

λa.1III Energy marginal price under variable generation shortage case for

Equilibrium III [$/kWh]

λa.2III Energy marginal price under variable generation surplus case for Equilibrium

III [$/kWh]

5.3.2 Mechanism Inputs

As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the market-clearing mechanism requires the following inputs

(I) in order to execute the optimization algorithm:

• The maximum value of indices described in section 5.3.1:

I1 = {I, L,K,B, J}

• Parameters described in section 5.3.1:

◦ Firm generators’ physical constraints
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I2 =
{
gmax, gmin, rup−max, rdw−max

}
◦ Variable generators’ physical constraints

I3 =
{
hmax, hmin

}
◦ Firm generators’ offers

I4 =
{
Goff , Ag, πup, πdw, βup, βdw

}
◦ Variable generators’ bids and offers

I5 =
{
hoff , fup−off , fdw−off , ah,Ωup,Ωdw, γup, γdw

}
◦ Energy shortage (per rationing block) and energy excess social cost and

maximum limits

I6 =
{
πd, qd, πs, εd, εs

}
◦ Demand, micro DG, small DG and medium DG’s expected value and standard

deviation1

I7 =
{
µd, µµdg, µsdg, µmdg, σd, σµdg, σsdg, σmdg

}
For the last item, I7, a procedure is added to the mechanism (previous to the

optimization problem) in order to obtain the vectors of realizations and probabilities of

demand, partial residual demand and residual demand out of I7 parameters. In section

5.3.5, this functional block is described.

5.3.2.1 Bidding Schemes

Perhaps the most important inputs for the market-clearing mechanism to work are

generators’ offers and bids2. The way in which both firm and variable generators must

present their offers and bids is called the bidding scheme. Every kind of agent has its own

1A normal distribution is assumed though it could easily be changed to other distribution introducing
the required additional parameters.

2Following standard nomenclature, offers are formal intends to sell a service, and bids are formal intends
to buy a service. For example, a firm generator offers to provide reserve services while a variable generator
bids to acquire flexibility rights.
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bidding scheme, even including the three classes of distributed generators. As it has been

defined, micro DG agents do not participate in the market, so they actually do not have

a bidding scheme. However, small and medium DG agents do have a bidding scheme.

Small DG agents do participate in the market though not directly. Instead, based on

forecasting information (described in following section) and on a plain energy price offer

provided by each small DG, an algorithm1 produces an aggregated conservative offer using

the bidding scheme of medium DG agents. This implies that small DG agents are not able

to declare their flexibility demand curve. It will be the algorithm who, following a reasonable

standardized and conservative criterion toward the implied quantity risk exposure, will

determine the required parameters of participation of aggregated small DGs in the market.

In other words, small DG agents are not allowed to choose the level of quantity risk they

want to be exposed to, and instead the algorithm sets a standard hedging level for their

aggregated generation resources (e.g. ±3 standard deviations around expected generation).

Alternatively, one could think about this methodology as a variability tax tied to each MW

produced by small DGs. The ISO would have to design the tax in order to allocate effectively

the flexibility costs among the distributed generators within the small category.

Bidding schemes are restricted to contain only commercial information. Information

about generators’ physical constraints is not considered part of bidding schemes. This sort

of technical information is supposed to be provided to ISO only once during generator’s

interconnection process, and it is updated only when required. On the other hand,

forecasting information could be included as part of bidding schemes as it is information

required on a periodic basis. The bidding schemes for firm and medium DGs are presented

respectively in tables 5.7 and 5.8.

5.3.2.2 Forecasting Information

Finally, a fundamental input for the mechanism to properly work is variable generators’

forecasting information. Each variable generator must send, jointly with his bidding scheme,

the best forecast of his power output for the time period in question as a probability

distribution. Further details of how agents must send their forecast have to be specified.

For sake of simplicity, it is assumed that DGs send enough information to build a continuous

distribution function, e.g. an agent could declare the forecast of his wind farm to be a

Weibull distribution with scale parameter λ = 10 and shape parameter k = 12 (in MW

units).

Individual forecasts and geographical location of plants is vital information for producing

accurate system-wide forecasts of variable generation shares in total generation, and

1This mechanism has to be designed as it is not within the scope of this thesis.
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Offer Dimensions Units Description

goff
i

(B × 1) [MW ] Capacity offer: consists of up to B quantity offers
that represent the power the agent is willing to
inject to the system.

agi (B × 1) [$/MWh] Energy price offer: multi-price offer that represents
the minimum price the agent is willing to receive
for offered power within each energy block.

πupi scalar [$/MW ] Upward reserve capacity price offer: indicates the
minimum price the agent is willing to receive for
reserving a MW of upward capacity.

πdwi scalar [$/MW ] Downward reserve capacity price offer: indicates
the minimum price the agent is willing to receive
for reserving a MW of downward capacity.

βupi scalar [$/MWh] Upward reserve energy price offer: indicates the
minimum price the agent is willing to receive for
deploying a MW of upward reserve.

βdwi scalar [$/MWh] Downward reserve energy price offer: indicates the
minimum price the agent is willing to receive for
deploying a MW of downward reserve.

Table 5.7: Firm agents’ bidding scheme (I4).

therefore accurate probabilistic models of partial residual demand and residual demand

random variable. Hence, every small and medium DG should send this vital information as a

requirement to participate in the scheduling mechanism. Regarding micro DGs, forecasting

information is also required in order to calculate partial residual demand. However, as

their possibilities to make accurate forecasts are reduced due to the size of this DG

category, other kind of methodology should be proposed to obtain statistical information

of aggregated micro generation. For example, the necessary interconnection process and

a subsequently monitoring program could enable knowledge gathering about patterns of

micro DGs. Looking ahead, by the time micro generation spreads up to the point at which

it is considered as a paradigm, it will not be longer possible to forecast demand separately

from micro DG.
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Offer Dimensions Units Description

hoffl scalar [MW ] Capacity offer: represents the power the agent is
willing to inject to the system.

ahl scalar [$/MWh] Energy price offer: represents the minimum price
the agent is willing to receive for the offered power.

fup−bidl scalar [MW ] Upward flexibility capacity bid: indicates the
agent’s desired amount of upward flexibility.

fdw−bidl scalar [MW ] Downward flexibility capacity bid: indicates the
agent’s desired amount of downward flexibility.

Ωup
l scalar [$/MW ] Upward flexibility capacity price bid: indicates the

maximum price the agent is willing to pay for a
MW of upward flexibility.

Ωdw
l scalar [$/MW ] Downward flexibility capacity price bid: indicates

the maximum price the agent is willing to pay for
a MW of downward flexibility.

γupl scalar [$/MWh] Upward flexibility energy price bid: represents the
maximum price the agent is willing to pay for
actually using a MWh of upward flexibility.

γdwl scalar [$/MWh] Downward flexibility energy price bid: represents
the maximum price the agent is willing to pay for
actually using a MWh of downward flexibility.

Table 5.8: Medium distributed generators’ bidding scheme (I5).

5.3.3 Mechanism Partial Results

Figure 5.2 also illustrates some partial results (T ) required within the mechanism as block

connectors. This is because some blocks require outputs of preceding as inputs. Those

partial results are:

• Scenarios’ partial residual demand and associated probabilities

T1 =
{
dp, pp

}
• Scenarios’ residual demand and associated probabilities

T2 =
{
dr, pr

}
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• Firm generators’ scheduled reserves under Equilibrium I

T3 =
{
rup−I , rdw−I

}
• Firm generators’ schedule under Equilibrium II

T4 =
{
gs−II , rup−II , rdw−II

}
• Firm generators’ scheduled reserves and variable generators’ scheduled flexibility under

Equilibrium III

T5 =
{
rup−III , rdw−III , hs−III , fup−III , fdw−III

}
Superscripts −I, −II and −III indicate that the associated result is an outcome of

EQI, EQII or EQIII respectively.

5.3.4 Mechanism Outputs

The market-clearing mechanism overall outputs are the generation schedule of a single

time period, and the resulting reserve commitments and flexibility rights which remain

being active incremental and decremental energy offers for further markets. Though all the

decision variables and KKT multipliers determined in the three equilibria are outputs1, the

most relevant outcomes that dictate the generation schedule and the bases for settlement

rules are:

• Decision variables

◦ Firm generators’ set points: gs

◦ Variable generators’ set points: hs

◦ Firm generators’ upward reserve commitments (call option writer): rup

◦ Firm generators’ downward reserve commitments (put option writer): rdw

◦ Variable generators’ upward flexibility rights (put option holder): fup−rights

◦ Variable generators’ downward flexibility rights (call option holder): fdw−rights

◦ Variable generators’ upward physical flexibility: fup−physical

1In general, the constraints’ KKT multipliers of each equilibrium are represented as Sλ−I ,Sλ−II and
Sλ−III , though only most relevant multipliers are explicitly presented as outputs, i.e. those associated to
power balance constraints.
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◦ Variable generators’ downward physical flexibility: fdw−physical

O1 =
{
gs, hs, rup, rdw, fup−rights, fdw−rights, fup−physical, fdw−physical

}
• KKT multipliers

◦ Energy marginal price for Equilibrium I: λaI

◦ Energy marginal price for Equilibrium II: λaII

◦ Energy marginal price under variable generation shortage case for Equilibrium

III: λa.1III

◦ Energy marginal price under variable generation surplus case for Equilibrium III:

λa.2III

O2 =
{
λaI , λ

a
II , λ

a.1
III , λ

a.2
III

}
• Reduced costs1 of decision variables

5.3.5 Scenarios Builder Block

This functional block takes variables I7 as inputs and generates demand vectors d, dp and

dr, with their respective probabilities p, pp and pr. The probability vectors describe the K

discretized scenarios for each random variable2: d̃, d̃p and d̃r. As inputs I7 include only

expected value and standard deviation of the random variables, they are assumed to have

normal distributions though any kind of probability distribution could be used with small

changes in the code.

First, continuous probability distributions are generated for d̃, g̃µdg, g̃sdg and g̃mdg.

Subsequently, convolution operations are performed to obtain the following functions:

d̃p = d̃− g̃µdg (5.3)

d̃r = d̃− g̃µdg − g̃sdg −
L∑
l=1

g̃mdgl (5.4)

1Reduced costs or opportunity costs can be obtained out of the mechanism outcomes. These coefficients
could be used for opportunity-cost-based settlement rules, e.g. those using the best rejected offer/bid for
uniform pricing schemes.

2It is important to mention that each random variable, namely, d̃, d̃p and d̃r, may have different possible
realizations (scenarios) and associated probabilities though all of them are restricted to K realizations.
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Afterward, the continuous distributions d̃, d̃p and d̃r are discretized into K scenarios

following the following procedure for each variable1: (i) a power range defined by the

inverse cumulative distribution function evaluated at 0.0001 and 0.9999 is established; (ii)

the range is divided into K intervals, and the center of each interval is defined as its

representative value; (iii) and finally a probability for each interval is calculated using the

cumulative distribution function, considering that the initially chopped 0.0001 tails have

to be added to intervals at both ends. The result is pairs of vectors (d, p), (dp, pp) and

(dr, pr) of length K which describe the K possible scenarios for each random variable.

The Figure 5.3 illustrates the discretization methodology described.
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Figure 5.3: Discretization of continuous PDFs - Graphical description of the probability
density function (PDF) discretization methodology implemented in the Scenarios Builder Block.

5.3.6 Equilibrium I

The first equilibrium is formulated as a linear optimization problem that finds the optimal

solution in which only large generators meet the partial residual demand (d̃p) at a minimum

1As discretizing continuous distribution functions is not an essential issue of this thesis, a not extremely
rigorous procedure was used though it works fine for K ≤ 100.
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cost satisfying both, system and generation constraints. The most important outcomes of

this equilibrium are the scheduled reserves, since they represent the reserves required by the

system to securely operate without variable generation. This is then denominated the base

case.

Alternatively, one could propose this equilibrium to include also DG energy offers but

not their flexibility bids. Under this alternative, distributed generators would be considered

as firm generators that can not provide reserve services. However, this formulation is not

used because it is slightly more complicated, and it would produce the same results in most

scenarios for the variables of interest, reserves.

Before presenting the mathematical formulation of the optimization problem, some

previous calculations are done.

5.3.6.1 Definitions and previous calculations

The decision variables vector (solution vector) is defined as

x =
[
gT

1,1
, . . . , gT

I,1
, gT

1,2
, . . . , gT

I,K

(gs)T , (rup)T , (rdw)T ,∆dT1 , . . . ,∆d
T
K ,∆s

T ,

(∆gup
1

)T , . . . , (∆gup
K

)T , (∆gdw
1

)T , . . . , (∆gdw
K

)T
]T

(5.5)

The generation of each firm agent, which in this equilibrium (i.e. Equilibrium I) is a

function of the random variable d̃p before its realization, can be expressed as

gi(d̃
p) = gsi + ∆gupi (d̃p)−∆gdwi (d̃p) (5.6)

gi(d̃
p) =

B∑
b=1

gb,i(d̃
p) (5.7)

Therefore,

B∑
b=1

gb,i(d̃
p)− gsi = ∆gupi (d̃p)−∆gdwi (d̃p) (5.8)

Moreover, for each specific realization dpk of d̃p, an agent’s firm generation can be

expressed as
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gi(d
p
k) = gsi + ∆gupi,k −∆gdwi,k (5.9)

gi(d
p
k) =

B∑
b=1

gb,i,k (5.10)

Hence,

B∑
b=1

gb,i,k − gsi = ∆gupi,k −∆gdwi,k ∀k = 1, . . . ,K (5.11)

Therefore, the expected value of each agent’s firm generation with respect to the

distribution of d̃p is

Ed̃p
[
gi(d̃

p)
]

= gsi +
K∑
k=1

ppk

(
∆gupi,k −∆gdwi,k

)
(5.12)

Ed̃p
[
gi(d̃

p)
]

=

K∑
k=1

B∑
b=1

ppk · gb,i,k (5.13)

Joining them one obtains

gsi =
K∑
k=1

ppk

(
B∑
b=1

ppk · gb,i,k −∆gupi,k −∆gdwi,k

)
(5.14)

On the other hand, the total firm generation cost (including deployment costs), also a

function of the random variable d̃p, is defined as

Cg(G(d̃p)) =

I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

[
ab,i · gb,i(d̃p)

]
+

I∑
i=1

[
βupi ∆gupi (d̃p) + βdwi ∆gdwi (d̃p)

]
(5.15)

For each realization it can be expressed as

Cg(Gk) =
I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

[ab,i · gb,i,k] +

I∑
i=1

[
βupi ∆gupi,k + βdwi ∆gdwi,k

]
(5.16)

Thus, the expected value of total firm generation cost with respect to the distribution

of d̃p, which includes the deployment costs, can be calculated as
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Ed̃p
[
Cg(G(d̃p))

]
=

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

ppk [ab,i · gb,i,k]

+
K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

ppk

[
βupi ∆gupi,k + βdwi ∆gdwi,k

]
(5.17)

This expression contains two parts (which are not represented by the 2 sums): (i)

the scheduled firm generation costs and (ii) the deployment costs, which in turn can be

divided into two parts: (ii.a) implicit deployment costs and (ii.b) explicit deployment

costs. It is important to underline that scheduled firm generation costs do not depend on

random variable d̃p (though they are part of the triple sum which does depend on it). As

separate mathematical expressions for each part defined can not be obtained with defined

variables, and as this distinctions are only necessary for clarifying concepts, expressions are

not presented. However, it is important to know that the first group (triple sum) is the

sum of (i) and (ii.a), and the second group (double sum) is exactly (ii.b).

Regarding energy shortage, its expected value can be calculated as

Ed̃p

 J∑
j=1

∆dj(d̃
p)

 =
K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

ppk∆dj,k (5.18)

Likewise, the expected value of energy excess can be expressed as

Ed̃p
[
∆s(d̃p)

]
=

K∑
k=1

ppk∆sk (5.19)

The same can be done with reserve deployment variables. The expected value of the

total amount of reserves deployed would be

Ed̃p

[
I∑
i=1

∆gupi (d̃p)

]
=

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

ppk∆g
up
i,k (5.20)

Ed̃p

[
I∑
i=1

∆gdwi (d̃p)

]
=

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

ppk∆g
dw
i,k (5.21)

Finally, the expected value of partial residual demand is defined as

Ed̃p
[
d̃p
]

=
K∑
k=1

ppkd
p
k (5.22)
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5.3.6.2 Problem Formulation

The Equilibrium I problem is a linear stochastic optimization problem with the following

objective function,

min
x
E

Cg(G(d̃p)) +

J∑
j=1

(
πdj∆dj(d̃

p)
)

+ πs∆s(d̃p)

+

I∑
i=1

[
πupi r

up
i + πdwi rdwi

]
(5.23)

Using equations (5.17), (5.18) and (5.19) one can easily obtain

min
x

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

ppk [ab,i · gb,i,k] +
K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

ppk

[
βupi ∆gupi,k + βdwi ∆gdwi,k

]

+
K∑
k=1

ppk

 J∑
j=1

(
πdj∆dj,k

)
+ πs∆sk

+
I∑
i=1

[
πupi r

up
i + πdwi rdwi

]
(5.24)

Subject to the following constraints

(a) Power balance constraint:

I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

gb,i,k +
J∑
j=1

∆dj,k −∆sk = dpk ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (5.25)

(b) Firm generation deviations constraint:

B∑
b=1

gb,i,k − gsi = ∆gupi,k −∆gdwi,k ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.26)

(c) Combined firm generation/reserve capacity limit:

B∑
b=1

gsb,i + rupi ≤ g
max
i ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.27)

(d) Combined firm generation/reserve minimum limit:

B∑
b=1

gsb,i − rdwi ≥ gmin
i ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.28)

(e) Maximum upward deviation from scheduled firm generation:
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∆gupi,k ≤ r
up
i ∀

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.29)

(f) Maximum downward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

∆gdwi,k ≤ rdwi ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.30)

(g) Energy shortage limit:

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

ppk∆dj,k ≤ εd
K∑
k=1

ppkd
p
k (5.31)

(h) Energy excess limit:

K∑
k=1

ppk∆sk ≤ εs
K∑
k=1

ppkd
p
k (5.32)

(i) Maximum and minimum post-realization generation limits:

0 ≤ gb,i,k ≤ goffb,i ∀
b = 1, 2, . . . , B

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K

(5.33)

(j) Maximum and minimum scheduled generation limits:

0 ≤ gsi ≤ gmax
i ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.34)

(k) Maximum and minimum upward reserve limits:

0 ≤ rupi ≤ r
up−max
i ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.35)

(l) Maximum and minimum downward reserve limits:

0 ≤ rdwi ≤ rdw−maxi ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.36)

(m) Maximum and minimum energy shortage limits:

0 ≤ ∆dj,k ≤ qdj d
p
k ∀

j = 1, 2, . . . , J

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.37)

(n) Minimum energy excess limit:
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0 ≤ ∆sk ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (5.38)

(o) Range of upward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

0 ≤ ∆gupi,k ≤ r
up−max
i ∀

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.39)

(p) Range of downward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

0 ≤ ∆gdwi,k ≤ rdw−maxi ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.40)

5.3.7 Equilibrium II

The second equilibrium is also formulated as a linear optimization problem that finds

the optimal solution where only large generators supply the residual demand (d̃r) at a

minimum cost satisfying both, system and generation constraints. The solution of this

equilibrium determines the firm generators’ schedule including their generation set point,

upward reserves and downward reserves. In the EQII, the forecasted power production

of DGs is already included in the residual demand as a random variable, so their energy

offers are not considered. Moreover, this equilibrium is fundamental since KKT multipliers

obtained from it contain vital information for pricing purposes. For instance, the sum of

shadow prices of the K power balance constraints (5.44), form the energy System Marginal

Price (SMP). Besides, other relevant information such as reduced costs (i.e. opportunity

costs) of rejected offers might be used in the settlement rule to set reserve services’ prices.

The spare reserves that are scheduled due to the variability associated to distributed

generators, can now be determined as the total reserves scheduled in EQII minus those

scheduled in EQI, the base case. Those spare reserves, as well as their costs, will be allocated

among variable distributed generators bidding for flexibility rights. This procedure will be

presented in following sections.

Furthermore, the EQII optimization formulation values energy shortage and energy

excess with high costs as a supply security criterion. These costs respectively reflect the

social cost of rationing electricity, i.e. the Value of Lost Load (VOLL), and the social cost of

storing energy for its latter use, e.g. using pump storage systems, batteries or flywheels. The

power balance constraint under each scenario k will be satisfied without energy shortage

or energy excess, if the available generation and reserve resources are not as expensive as

the social cost given to those alternative options. In the mechanism, it can only be used a

single cost for valuing the energy excess because these kind of practices are less common
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though interest on them is rapidly growing. On the other hand, for valuing energy shortage,

the index J (which is an input) is provided to allow the mechanism to declare any number

of rationing energy blocks each one of them with any associated incremental cost. This

feature allows to include in the market-clearing mechanism a stepped incremental operative

VOLL curve. Similar practices are used in several power systems because it is natural

that distinct types of customers (e.g. industrial, commercial and residential) differ in the

estimated prices that they would be willing to pay to avoid a disruption of their electricity

service1.

The assessment of system-wide power imbalances is used in all three equilibria, but it

gains importance in EQII because it provides a real measure of the Loss of Load Probability

(LOLP) for the period scheduled. By adding the probabilities of scenarios under which

energy shortage is greater than zero, one can obtain the LOLP for the hour in question.

Also, EQII provides an expected value of the energy that will not be served (ENS), and

similarly, the expected value of the energy excess that will be produced.

In the following section some calculations are presented in order to clarify the variables

and some mathematical procedures that will be further used in the problem formulation.

After those calculations, the mathematical formulation of the second equilibrium is

presented.

5.3.7.1 Definitions and previous calculations

As EQII is the same optimization problem as the EQI problem except for the demand that

the former supplies, i.e. residual demand, most of the definitions and calculations are not

presented since they are practically the same as those given in Section 5.3.6.1. If details

about omitted calculations are required, refer to Section 5.3.6.1 and replace every instance

of d̃p, dpk and ppk by d̃r, drk and prk respectively.

For this case, expected value of residual demand is defined as

Ed̃r
[
d̃r
]

=

K∑
k=1

prkd
r
k (5.41)

5.3.7.2 Problem Formulation

The Equilibrium II problem is a linear stochastic optimization problem with the following

objective function,

1In the Colombian power system, the Mining and Energy Planning Unit (UPME for its acronym in
Spanish) uses a four steps incremental operative VOLL curve, which means that the demand is classified
in four subgroups within which the VOLL is approximately the same. This curve is available at http:

//www.upme.gov.co/CostosEnergia.asp.

http://www.upme.gov.co/CostosEnergia.asp
http://www.upme.gov.co/CostosEnergia.asp
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min
x
E

Cg(G(d̃r)) +
J∑
j=1

(
πdj∆dj(d̃

p)
)

+ πs∆s(d̃r)

+
I∑
i=1

[
πupi r

up
i + πdwi rdwi

]
(5.42)

Using equations (5.17), (5.18) and (5.19) (with the appropriate replacement of the

random variable) one can easily obtain

min
x

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

prk [ab,i · gb,i,k] +
K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

prk

[
βupi ∆gupi,k + βdwi ∆gdwi,k

]

+
K∑
k=1

prk

 J∑
j=1

(
πdj∆dj,k

)
+ πs∆sk

+
I∑
i=1

[
πupi r

up
i + πdwi rdwi

]
(5.43)

Subject to the following constraints

(a) Power balance constraint:

I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

gb,i,k +
J∑
j=1

∆dj,k −∆sk = drk ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (5.44)

(b) Firm generation deviations constraint:

B∑
b=1

gb,i,k − gsi = ∆gupi,k −∆gdwi,k ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.45)

(c) Combined firm generation/reserve capacity limit:

B∑
b=1

gsb,i + rupi ≤ g
max
i ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.46)

(d) Combined firm generation/reserve minimum limit:

B∑
b=1

gsb,i − rdwi ≥ gmin
i ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.47)

(e) Maximum upward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

∆gupi,k ≤ r
up
i ∀

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.48)
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(f) Maximum downward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

∆gdwi,k ≤ rdwi ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.49)

(g) Energy shortage limit:

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

prk∆dj,k ≤ εd
K∑
k=1

prkd
r
k (5.50)

(h) Energy excess limit:

K∑
k=1

prk∆sk ≤ εs
K∑
k=1

prkd
r
k (5.51)

(i) Maximum and minimum post-realization generation limits:

0 ≤ gb,i,k ≤ goffb,i ∀
b = 1, 2, . . . , B

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K

(5.52)

(j) Maximum and minimum scheduled generation limits:

0 ≤ gsi ≤ gmax
i ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.53)

(k) Maximum and minimum upward reserve limits:

0 ≤ rupi ≤ r
up−max
i ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.54)

(l) Maximum and minimum downward reserve limits:

0 ≤ rdwi ≤ rdw−maxi ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.55)

(m) Maximum and minimum energy shortage limits:

0 ≤ ∆dj,k ≤ qdj drk ∀
j = 1, 2, . . . , J

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.56)

(n) Minimum energy excess limit:

0 ≤ ∆sk ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (5.57)
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(o) Range of upward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

0 ≤ ∆gupi,k ≤ r
up−max
i ∀

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.58)

(p) Range of downward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

0 ≤ ∆gdwi,k ≤ rdw−maxi ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.59)

5.3.8 Equilibrium III

Finally, the third and last equilibrium is formulated as a linear optimization problem that

minimizes the way in which both, large and distributed generators, supply the partial residual

demand (d̃p) satisfying system and generation constraints. The solution of this formulation

determines the generation schedule of distributed generators, which includes generation set

points and assigned flexibility. In addition, this equilibrium provides a third assessment

of reserves that will be required under two special cases. Those cases are two extreme

situations that may occur if the upward and downward flexibility bids of variable DGs are

included separately in different power balance equations (see equations 5.81 and 5.82). As

variable DGs are bidding for upward and downward flexibility to have the right to generate

either over or below their set point, the system must be prepared to supply demand in

both extreme situations still considering that K demand scenarios may realize. The two

situations would be (i) one in which all accepted upward flexibility bids are fully used, but

not a single accepted downward flexibility bid is used, and conversely, (ii) one in which

all accepted downward flexibility bids are fully deployed, but not a single accepted upward

flexibility bid is deployed. The first situation represents a scenario where all flexibility-

holding variable generators far exceed their expected generation, and the second situation

represents a converse scenario where all flexibility-holding variable generators are far below

their expected generation. As the K scenarios have to be considered under each extreme

situation, it is the same as if 2K residual demand scenarios should be supplied by firm

generators. This issue is solved by defining two sets of post-realization firm generation

variables, one for each extreme situation, namely ĝ and ǧ.

The reserves scheduled in this equilibrium are basically used to make a comparison

with total reserves scheduled in EQII. Reserves assigned in EQIII are those required to

securely supply the partial residual demand under the 2K scenarios imposed by the 2

extreme situations an the original K scenarios, whereas reserves scheduled in EQII are

those required to meet the more disperse residual demand, which already includes the
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distributed generators’ power production probabilistically aggregated to the partial residual

demand. This means that if reasonable flexibility bids are sent to the market by variable

DGs then reserves scheduled in EQIII should exceed reserves scheduled in EQII. In fact, if

no flexibilities are assigned at all, then reserves scheduled in EQIII would be the same as

those scheduled in EQI. In Section 5.3.9 these reserve relations and the further allocation

of spare reserves and their costs among assigned flexibilities are described in detail.

Furthermore, it is important to stress that in EQII every MW of flexibility assigned is

linked with a MW of reserve of the counter category. In particular, an assigned MW of

upward flexibility implies that an additional MW of downward reserve was scheduled and

vice versa. This straight relation emerges from the power balance equations (5.81) and

(5.82), where the involved terms are mutually neutralized.

Before the formulation of EQIII is presented, some calculations are developed in order

to clarify the variables and some mathematical procedures required ahead. After those

calculations, the mathematical formulation of the third equilibrium is presented.

5.3.8.1 Definitions and previous calculations

For this problem, decision variables vector (solution vector) is defined as

x =
[
ĝT

1,1
, . . . , ĝT

I,1
, ĝT

1,2
, . . . , ĝT

I,K
, ǧT

1,1
, . . . , ǧT

I,1
, ǧT

1,2
, . . . , ǧT

I,K
,

(hs)T , (rup)T , (rdw)T , (fup)T , (fdw)T ,∆dT1 , . . . ,∆d
T
K ,∆s

T ,

(∆gup
1

)T , . . . , (∆gup
K

)T , (∆gdw
1

)T , . . . , (∆gdw
K

)T ,

(∆gup−aux
1

)T , . . . , (∆gup−aux
K

)T , (∆gdw−aux
1

)T , . . . , (∆gdw−aux
K

)T
]T

(5.60)

It is important to highlight that gs is no longer a decision variable in this problem.

Instead, it is defined as an input to the problem, i.e. it is an additional parameter of the

optimization problem. This input is taken as the optimal solution gs∗ obtained in Equilibrium

II, as this equilibrium is the one that actually determines the schedule for firm generators

(power output and reserves). Moreover, there are two g variables: ĝ and ǧ. These variables

represent, as it will be further explained, the two cases in which the K partial residual

demand scenarios must be satisfied. Those cases represent two situations: (i) aggregated

variable generation shortage and (ii) aggregated variable generation surplus, which is

the same as aggregated upward reserve requirement and downward reserve requirement

respectively. Consequently, ĝ represents post-realization firm generation under the first
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case (i), in which less system-wide variable generation than expected is produced, so more

firm generation is required. Likewise, ǧ represents post-realization firm generation under the

second case (ii), where more system-wide variable generation than expected is produced,

so less firm generation is required. In other terms, one could think about the two cases

as if there were 2K scenarios instead of K, but for each set of K scenarios a different

post-realization firm generation decision variable is used.

The generation of each firm agent, which in this equilibrium (i.e. Equilibrium III) is a

function of the random variable d̃p before its realization, is twofold due to the fact that this

equilibrium considers the K partial residual demand scenarios in each of the two mentioned

cases. Those two cases are further identified by separate power balance equations, one for

each case. This individual firm generation can be expressed as follows:

For scenarios under upward reserve requirement–case (i),

B∑
b=1

ĝb,i(d̃
p) = gs−IIi + ∆gupi (d̃p)−∆gdw−auxi (d̃p) (5.61)

Similarly, for scenarios under downward reserve requirement–case (ii),

B∑
b=1

ǧb,i(d̃
p) = gs−IIi + ∆gup−auxi (d̃p)−∆gdwi (d̃p) (5.62)

Notice that in expressions (5.61) and (5.62), the variables ĝ
i
(d̃p), ǧ

i
(d̃p), ∆gdw−aux(d̃p)

and ∆gup−aux(d̃p) are used as auxiliary variables in order to keep the difference between the

cases imposed by flexibility requirements. As it will be defined in constraints (5.103) and

(5.105), auxiliary deviation variables ∆Gaux are limited by reserves scheduled in Equilibrium

II (which are inputs for third equilibrium), so no “additional”1 reserves are to be scheduled

due to these auxiliary variables. Additional reserves, if needed, would be scheduled to hedge

requirements imposed by ∆gdw(d̃p) and ∆gup(d̃p) variables, not the auxiliary ones.

From equations (5.61) and (5.62) one can easily obtain, for each specific realization dpk
of d̃p, an agent’s firm generation under down flexibility requirement case as follows

B∑
b=1

ĝb,i,k = gs−IIi + ∆gupi,k −∆gdw−auxi,k (5.63)

And similarly under up flexibility requirement case,

1The word “additional” here makes reference to a comparison of reserves scheduled in third equilibrium
respect to those scheduled in second equilibrium.
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B∑
b=1

ǧb,i,k = gs−IIi + ∆gup−auxi,k −∆gdwi,k (5.64)

Therefore, the expected value of each agent’s firm generation with respect to the

distribution of d̃p is

Ed̃p

[
B∑
b=1

ĝb,i,k

]
= gs−IIi +

K∑
k=1

ppk

(
∆gupi,k −∆gdw−auxi,k

)
(5.65)

Ed̃p

[
B∑
b=1

ĝb,i,k

]
=

K∑
k=1

B∑
b=1

ppk · ĝb,i,k (5.66)

And similarly,

Ed̃p

[
B∑
b=1

ǧb,i,k

]
= gs−IIi +

K∑
k=1

ppk

(
∆gup−auxi,k −∆gdwi,k

)
(5.67)

Ed̃p

[
B∑
b=1

ǧb,i,k

]
=

K∑
k=1

B∑
b=1

ppk · ǧb,i,k (5.68)

Joining them one obtains

gs−IIi =

K∑
k=1

ppk

(
B∑
b=1

ppk · ĝb,i,k −∆gupi,k −∆gdw−auxi,k

)
(5.69)

gs−IIi =
K∑
k=1

ppk

(
B∑
b=1

ppk · ǧb,i,k −∆gup−auxi,k −∆gdwi,k

)
(5.70)

Now, analyzing not quantities but costs, the total firm generation cost (including

deployment costs), also a function of the random variable d̃p, is defined as

Cg(G(d̃p)) =

I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

ab,i

[
ĝb,i(d̃

p) + ǧb,i(d̃
p)
]

+
I∑
i=1

{
βupi

[
∆gupi (d̃p) + ∆gup−auxi (d̃p)

]
+ βdwi

[
∆gdwi (d̃p) + ∆gdwi (d̃p)

]}
(5.71)
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For each realization this can be expressed as

Cg(Gk) =
I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

ab,i [ĝb,i,k + ǧb,i,k]

+

I∑
i=1

{
βupi

[
∆gupi,k + ∆gup−auxi,k

]
+ βdwi

[
∆gdwi,k + ∆gdw−auxi,k

]}
(5.72)

Thus, the expected value of total firm generation cost with respect to the distribution

of d̃p, which includes the deployment costs, can be calculated as

Ed̃p
[
Cg(G(d̃p))

]
=

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

ppk · ab,i [ĝb,i,k + ǧb,i,k]

+
K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

ppk

{
βupi

[
∆gupi,k + ∆gup−auxi,k

]
+ βdwi

[
∆gdwi,k + ∆gdw−auxi,k

]}
(5.73)

As described similarly for the first equilibrium, this expression contains two parts (which

are not represented by the 2 sum groups): (i) the scheduled firm generation costs and

(ii) both deployment costs: (ii.a) implicit deployment costs and (ii.b) explicit deployment

costs. It is important to stress that scheduled firm generation costs do not depend on

random variable d̃p (though they are part of the triple sum which does depend on it). As

separate mathematical expressions for each part defined can not be obtained with defined

variables, and as this distinctions are only necessary for sake of understanding, expressions

are not presented. It is important to know, however, that the first group (triple sum) is the

sum of (i) and (ii.a), and the second group (double sum) is (ii.b).

Regarding energy shortage, its expected value can be calculated as

Ed̃p

 J∑
j=1

∆dj(d̃
p)

 =
K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

ppk∆dj,k (5.74)

Likewise, the expected value of energy excess can be expressed as

Ed̃p
[
∆s(d̃p)

]
=

K∑
k=1

ppk∆sk (5.75)

The same can be done with reserve deployment variables. The expected value of the

total amount of reserves deployed would be
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Ed̃p

[
I∑
i=1

∆gupi (d̃p)

]
=

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

ppk∆g
up
i,k (5.76)

Ed̃p

[
I∑
i=1

∆gdwi (d̃p)

]
=

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

ppk∆g
dw
i,k (5.77)

Finally, the expected value of partial residual demand is defined as

Ed̃p
[
d̃p
]

=
K∑
k=1

ppkd
p
k (5.78)

5.3.8.2 Problem Formulation

The Equilibrium III problem is, as previous ones, a linear stochastic optimization problem

with the following objective function,

min
x
E

Cg(G(d̃p)) +
J∑
j=1

(
πdj∆dj(d̃

p)
)

+ πs∆s(d̃p)

+
I∑
i=1

[
πupi r

up
i + πdwi rdwi

]
(5.79)

Using equations (5.70), (5.74) and (5.75) one can easily obtain

min
x

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

ppk · ab,i [ĝb,i,k + ǧb,i,k]

+

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

ppk

{
βupi

[
∆gupi,k + ∆gup−auxi,k

]
+ βdwi

[
∆gdwi,k + ∆gdw−auxi,k

]}

+

K∑
k=1

ppk

 J∑
j=1

(
πdj∆dj,k

)
+ πs∆sk

+

I∑
i=1

[
πupi r

up
i + πdwi rdwi

]
(5.80)

Subject to the following constraints

(a.1) Power balance constraint under variable generation shortage (maximum down

flexibility requirement case):
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I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

ĝb,i,k +

J∑
j=1

∆dj,k −∆sk +

L+1∑
l=1

(
hsl − fdwl

)
= dpk ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (5.81)

(a.2) Power balance constraint under variable generation surplus (maximum up flexibility

requirement case):

I∑
i=1

B∑
b=1

ǧb,i,k +

J∑
j=1

∆dj,k −∆sk +

L+1∑
l=1

(
hsl + fupl

)
= dpk ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (5.82)

(b.1) Firm generation deviations constraint under variable generation shortage (maxi-

mum down flexibility requirement case):

B∑
b=1

ĝb,i,k − gs−IIi = ∆gupi,k −∆gdw−auxi,k ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.83)

(b.2) Firm generation deviations constraint under variable generation surplus (maximum

up flexibility requirement case):

B∑
b=1

ǧb,i,k − gs−IIi = ∆gup−auxi,k −∆gdwi,k ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.84)

(c) Combined variable generation/flexibility capacity limit:

hsl + fupl ≤ h
max
l ∀l = 1, 2, . . . , (L+ 1) (5.85)

(d) Combined variable generation/flexibility minimum limit:

hsl − fdwl ≥ hmin
l ∀l = 1, 2, . . . , (L+ 1) (5.86)

(e.1) Maximum upward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

∆gupi,k ≤ r
up
i ∀

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.87)

(e.2) Maximum auxiliary upward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

∆gup−auxi,k ≤ rupi ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.88)
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(f.1) Maximum downward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

∆gdwi,k ≤ rdwi ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.89)

(f.2) Maximum auxiliary downward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

∆gdw−auxi,k ≤ rdwi ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.90)

(g) Energy shortage limit:

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

ppk∆dj,k ≤ εd
K∑
k=1

ppkd
p
k (5.91)

(h) Energy excess limit:

K∑
k=1

ppk∆sk ≤ εs
K∑
k=1

ppkd
p
k (5.92)

Following constraints are decision variables’ lower and upper boundaries, so they involve

only one decision variable per constraint and some input parameters (i.e. decision variables

hard boundaries or ranges):

(i.1) Maximum and minimum post-realization firm generation limits under variable

generation shortage case:

0 ≤ ĝb,i,k ≤ goffb,i ∀
b = 1, 2, . . . , B

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K

(5.93)

(i.2) Maximum and minimum post-realization firm generation limits under variable

generation surplus case:

0 ≤ ǧb,i,k ≤ goffb,i ∀
b = 1, 2, . . . , B

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K

(5.94)

(j) Maximum and minimum scheduled variable generation limits:

hmin
l ≤ hsl ≤ h

off
l ∀l = 1, 2, . . . , (L+ 1) (5.95)

(k.1) Maximum and minimum upward reserve limits:
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0 ≤ rupi ≤ min
(
rup−maxi , gmax

i − gsi
)

∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.96)

(k.2) Maximum and minimum upward flexibility limits:

0 ≤ fupl ≤ f
up−bid
l ∀l = 1, 2, . . . , (L+ 1) (5.97)

(l.1) Maximum and minimum downward reserve limits:

0 ≤ rdwi ≤ min
(
rdw−maxi , gsi − gmin

i

)
∀i = 1, 2, . . . , I (5.98)

(l.2) Maximum and minimum downward flexibility limits:

0 ≤ fdwl ≤ fdw−bidl ∀l = 1, 2, . . . , (L+ 1) (5.99)

(m) Maximum and minimum energy shortage limits:

0 ≤ ∆dj,k ≤ qdj d
p
k ∀

j = 1, 2, . . . , J

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.100)

(n) Minimum energy excess limit:

0 ≤ ∆sk ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (5.101)

(o.1) Maximum and minimum limits of upward deviation from scheduled firm generation:

0 ≤ ∆gupi,k ≤ r
up−max
i ∀

i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.102)

(o.2) Maximum and minimum limits of auxiliary upward deviation from scheduled firm

generation:

0 ≤ ∆gup−auxi,k ≤ rup−IIi ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.103)

(p.1) Maximum and minimum limits of downward deviation from scheduled firm

generation:

0 ≤ ∆gdwi,k ≤ rdw−maxi ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.104)

(p.2) Maximum and minimum limits of auxiliary downward deviation from scheduled
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firm generation:

0 ≤ ∆gdw−auxi,k ≤ rdw−IIi ∀
i = 1, 2, . . . , I

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
(5.105)

5.3.9 Integration Block

The integration block generates the final outputs out of the equilibria’s results. The main

function of this block is to calculate the following variables regarding the flexibility assigned

to bidding variable DGs:

Definition 3 (Flexibility rights) Rights that delimit a power range around the scheduled

generation within which the holder can fluctuate its power output without being exposed

to the imbalance price, the SMP. More specifically, a flexibility right (upward or downward)

gives its holder the right to deviate (upward or downward, respectively) from its scheduled

power at a cost indicated by the flexibility energy price bid (γupl or γdwl ) associated to the

holder’s bid.

Definition 4 (Physical flexibility) Variable that reflects in a one-by-one relation the spare

scheduled reserves, i.e. the total reserves scheduled in EQII minus the reserves scheduled in

EQI.

Definition 5 (Nominal flexibility) Variable that reflects the physical flexibility for which

a flexibility right holder must pay.

Making a relation between these concepts, one can state that DGs holding accepted

flexibility bids (flexibility rights) must pay only for the total or a fraction of the physical

flexibility that those rights represent. Furthermore, this payment would be done according

to a settlement rule that has to be established (i.e. a pricing scheme for reserve and flexibility

services1). This is precisely the measure by which variable DGs can be favored mainly due

to the non-arithmetic aggregation of uncertainty margins. The benefit would be perceived

as reduced flexibility costs and thence as an improvement of their capacity to reduce their

exposure to quantity risks.

1Some pricing schemes, and more specifically incentive compatible scoring and settlement rules are
presented by Bushnell & Oren (1994, 1995) and Chao & Wilson (2002) for multi-dimensional procurement
auctions for power reserves under an unbundled system environment. As the scoring rule for the
energy/reserve/flexibility integrated auction is defined by the optimization mechanism, the settlement rule
should be designed based on the mechanism in order to be incentive compatible. This sort of design
procedure is also presented in references previously cited.
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The mathematical definition of these flexibility concepts is now presented. The first

flexibility concept, i.e. the flexibility rights, is a direct outcome of the third equilibrium as

it is precisely the flexibility scheduled in EQIII:

fup−rightsl , fup−IIIl l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (L+ 1)}

fdw−rightsl , fdw−IIIl l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (L+ 1)}

Moreover, when fup or fdw is presented without any subscript it represents the total

flexibility:

fup−rights ,
L+1∑
l=1

fup−IIIl

fdw−rights ,
L+1∑
l=1

fdw−IIIl

On the other hand, the physical flexibility is equal to the actually scheduled additional

reserves. More specifically, it is tied in a one-by-one relation with additional reserves

scheduled in EQII (with respect to those scheduled in EQI). Similarly, the flexibility rights are

tied in a one-by-one relation with the additional reserves scheduled in EQIII (with respect to

those scheduled in EQI). Therefore, in order to determine the physical flexibility associated

to an amount of scheduled flexibility (flexibility rights), a proportional relation has to be

establish between them which is the same relation between the mentioned spare reserves.

In order to define that relation, the following nomenclature is introduced:

The total scheduled upward and downward reserves for the three equilibria are named

as follows

rup−X ,
I∑
i=1

rup−Xi (5.106)

rdw−X ,
I∑
i=1

rdw−Xi (5.107)

Where X has to be replaced by I, II or III, i.e. the three equilibria.
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Therefore, the relation for downward reserves (or upward flexibility) can be defined as:

ζdw ,
rdw−II − rdw−I

rdw−III − rdw−I
(5.108)

Which represents the ratio of spare down reserves scheduled in EQII to the spare down

reserves scheduled in EQIII in both cases respect to reserves scheduled in EQI (which is the

base case where reserves are scheduled only due to demand and micro DG uncertainty).

Similarly, for upward reserves (or downward flexibility) the same relation is defined

ζup ,
rup−IIi − rup−Ii

rup−IIIi − rup−Ii

(5.109)

With these reserve relations, the physical upward flexibility for each variable generator

can now be defined as

fup−physicall , ζdw · fup−rightsl (5.110)

The total physical upward flexibility would be then

fup−physical , ζdw · fup−rights (5.111)

and similarly for downward physical flexibility,

fdw−physical , ζup · fdw−rights (5.112)

fdw−physicall , ζup · fdw−rightsl (5.113)

Which means that physical flexibility is directly proportional to flexibility rights following

a ratio that allocates the spare reserves scheduled in EQIII among the normally scarcer spare

reserves scheduled in EQII with respect to those scheduled in EQI. The term ‘normally’ is

used because it is expected that the added individual reserve requirements of a set of variable

generators surpass the probabilistically aggregated reserve requirements of the same set of

generators due to the non-arithmetic aggregation of uncertainty (Ford & Milborrow, 2005;

ILEX & Strbac, 2002).

More generally, this can be explained by describing two possible situations:

Under the most probable one, where uncertainty aggregation would be exploited by

variable generators the following relations are held

rdw−III > rdw−II > rdw−I ⇒ ζdw < 1
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∴ fup−rights > fup−physical (5.114)

and similarly,

rup−III > rup−II > rup−I ⇒ ζup < 1

∴ fdw−rights > fdw−physical (5.115)

In the other possible case, there are not enough accepted flexibility bids (due to either

a reduced flexibility demand or to not competitive flexibility bids) to exceed the aggregated

reserve requirements. This can be interpreted as the overall of variable DGs being under-

hedged and thence more exposed to quantity risks,

rdw−II > rdw−III > rdw−I ⇒ ζdw > 1

∴ fup−rights < fup−physical (5.116)

and similarly,

rup−II > rup−III > rup−I ⇒ ζup > 1

∴ fdw−rights < fdw−physical (5.117)

Note that in the first situation the flexibility rights are greater than the physical flexibility,

which means that the flexibility warranted is greater than the actually charged to the

variable generator, that in this case would be the physical flexibility. However, in the second

situation, though it is less probable, the opposite effect occurs: the flexibility rights results

to be lesser than the physical flexibility, which would mean that the warranted flexibility

is lesser than the charged flexibility. This situation would obviously discourage variable

generators to bid for flexibility as they do not have certainty of the market outcome. In

order to solve the second situation a simple measure is proposed.

This measure implies the definition of the nominal flexibility which will be defined as

the physical flexibility that the holders of accepted flexibility bids (flexibility rights) have to

pay. In order to fix the assignment rule for the second situation, the following definition of

nominal flexibility for medium DGs and aggregated small DGs is defined:
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fup−nominall , min
(
fup−physicall , fup−rightsl

)
(5.118)

Which is the same as

fup−nominall = min (ζdw, 1) · fup−rightsl (5.119)

Similarly, for downward flexibility

fdw−nominall , min
(
fdw−physicall , fdw−rightsl

)
(5.120)

Which turns out to be

fdw−nominall = min (ζup, 1) · fdw−rightsl (5.121)

Partial
Residual
Demand

Small DG + 
Medium DG

Variable
Generation

0       Power [MW]

Firm
Generation

 

Figure 5.4: Joint market-clearing equilibria - Graphical illustration of the relation between
equilibria’s scheduled reserves, virtual flexibility and physical flexibility.

These definitions work in both cases: When there are enough flexibility rights to cover

the actually scheduled spare reserves, i.e. flexibility rights greater than physical flexibility,

then variable generators will pay for physical flexibility. In the other hand, should physical

flexibility exceed the flexibility rights, variable generators will pay only for the flexibility rights
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rather than for physical flexibility. This means that in the worst case (that is also the least

expected), variable generators will pay exactly for the flexibility they get benefited from.

The Figure 5.4 summarizes the results of the three equilibria and conceptually illustrates

the relations between scheduled reserves, physical flexibility and flexibility rights (i.e. virtual

flexibility) for the case described by equations (5.114) and (5.115).

Furthermore, regarding the flexibility scheduled for aggregated small DGs, which are

represented by the ISO at the market, it is let as part of the settlement rule to determine

the methodology to further allocate flexibility (both, virtual and physical) among each

small DG. Moreover, this allocation methodology ought to be incentive compatible as the

allocation methodology defined for physical flexibility in order to encourage small DGs to

truthfully reveal private information about their operating costs. Also, they should be

encouraged by the same means to make accurate forecasts of their generation resources

since this would reduce the overall balancing costs.

Finally, the integration block provides the actual generation schedule (i.e. O1) for both

large and distributed generators in terms of the equilibria’s results:

1. Firm generators’ scheduled power output

gs = gs−II (5.122)

2. Firm generators’ scheduled upward reserve

rup = rup−II (5.123)

3. Firm generators’ scheduled downward reserve

rdw = rdw−II (5.124)

4. Variable generators’ scheduled power output (medium and aggregated small DGs)

hs = hs−III (5.125)

5. Variable generators’ scheduled upward flexibility rights

fup−rights = fup−III (5.126)

6. Variable generators’ scheduled downward flexibility rights
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fdw−rights = fdw−III (5.127)

7. Variable generators’ scheduled upward nominal flexibility

fup−nominal = min(ζdw, 1) · fup−III (5.128)

8. Variable generators’ scheduled downward nominal flexibility

fdw−nominal = min(ζup, 1) · fdw−III (5.129)



6
Case Study

“It has been demonstrated, that things cannot be otherwise: for as everything has been
made for a purpose, everything is necessarily made for the best purpose.”

“Candide or, Optimism”(1759)
Voltaire

Let us illustrate how the market-clearing mechanism works using a simple example.

Our aim, in this example, is to illustrate the possible cases that may occur using the

scheduling mechanism. The cases are those described by equations (5.114)-(5.115) and

(5.114)-(5.115). The first situation was characterized by having enough accepted flexibility

bids in order to suffice the spare reserve requirements whereas in the second one there were

not enough bids. Also, the situation in the boundary of the previous cases is presented.

Now, consider that the set of generators described in Table 6.1 are willing to supply

the forecasted partial residual demand, which is described in Table 6.2 together with the

demand and the residual demand. Let us also assume that participants have no market

power and that they offer true costs.

Finally, it is required to define some additional parameters concerning the value of the

ENS, i.e. the value of lost load (VOLL) and energy excess (i.e. that could be interpreted

as the cost of storing energy for its posterior use or simply as energy curtailment costs).

For illustrating purposes it suffices to have only one rationing block, that is to have J = 1

and qd = 1. This means that the VOLL is the same for all demand, and it is set at

πd = 2719 $/MWh1. Similarly, the value of energy excess (πs) is fixed at the same

magnitude just because it is large enough to represent this expensive service. Furthermore,

1This value was obtained from the most expensive rationing block of the energy rationing operative
incremental costs defined for the Colombian power system by the Mining and Energy Planning Unit (UPME).
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Figure 6.1: Case study: Forecasted system demand and aggregated variable generation
by DG categories - Probability density functions (PDFs) of the demand (d̃), the partial residual
demand (d̃p), the residual demand (d̃r), the aggregated micro DG (g̃µdg), the aggregated small
DG (g̃sdg) and the aggregated medium DG (g̃mdg). Also, the discretized PDFs of d̃, d̃p and r̃
considering that K = 3.
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the constraint imposing an upper limit to the expected energy shortage (EENS) and the

expected energy excess is relaxed by raising it up to the expected demand, i.e. εd = εs = 1.

6.1 Case 1: Low flexibility demand

For the given inputs, the market-clearing mechanism produces a result in which the assigned

flexibility rights are not enough to cover the entire reserve requirements, yet they are anyway

scheduled. These unmatched scheduled reserves represent a cost that has to be recovered

by the ISO in the balancing market by charging participants whose imbalances are in the

same direction as the system net imbalance. The most relevant results for the three cases

are presented in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.2: Study case: Equilibria I and II for cases 1, 2 and 3 - Illustration of outcomes
of Equilibria I and II for the three cases. This graph shows the reserves scheduled in EQI (i.e.
considering only demand and micro DG uncertainty) and the reserves actually scheduled (i.e.
reserves scheduled in EQII, which consider the uncertainty of residual demand).

The reserve relations ζup and ζdw, which are both greater then one in this case, indicate

that in both reserve categories (namely upward and downward) the spare reserves required

to operate the system in a reliable manner (rII − rI) doubled the spare reserves scheduled

in EQIII (rIII − rI). This is caused by the limited capacity of the flexibility bids submitted

to the market which in this are all accepted.

The figure 6.3(a) shows how the reserves scheduled in EQI plus the total physical

flexibility (narrower horizontal bars) exactly meet the total reserves scheduled in EQII, sum

that is greater than the reserves scheduled in EQI plus the flexibility rights (virtual flexibility

in graph), which together meet the reserves scheduled in EQIII (wider horizontal bars).
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6.2 Case 2: Normal flexibility demand

In order to obtain a case in which the accepted flexibility bids exceed the spare reserve

requirements, all the flexibility capacity bids, namely fup−bid and fdw−bid, are multiplied

by a factor of 4:

fdw−bid∗ = 4 · fdw−bid = [6 4 1.33 66]T

fup−bid∗ = 4 · fup−bid = [6 4 1.33 66]T

The results of this case (Table 6.3) show a more convenient situation regarding flexibility

for the DGs. It is evident that the results affected only by EQI and EQII are equal to the

Case 1, but those depending on EQIII naturally differ. This is because flexibility bids are

only considered in the last equilibrium. This case presents the situation that would be

expected in a real market where the variable DGs would tend to schedule more reserves

than the necessary; however, as only required reserves are scheduled, they get benefited by

the uncertainty aggregation. This effect can be seen in the four DGs, where their flexibility

rights are evidently larger than their nominal flexibility. For instance, the aggregated small

DGs have assigned 41.84 MW of downward flexibility rights, but they will only have to

pay for 34.58 MW of nominal flexibility at a maximum price of 8$/MW (its downward

flexibility capacity price bid) following the pricing scheme established by the settlement

rule. Furthermore, if a small DG makes use of its downward flexibility because it could

not generate up to its expected output, it will have to pay a maximum of 30 $/MWh

(its downward flexibility energy price bid) for its negative imbalance and thence it will be

protected against the volatility of the energy SMP. Note that λa.1III = 35 $/MWh works

as a reference of the SMP under a critical variable energy shortage, against which the

small DGs would be protected. Conversely, should a small DG end up in a long position

(more generation than expected), he would be paid by the ISO no less than 20 $/MWh (its

upward flexibility energy price bid) for his energy surplus again depending on the established

pricing scheme.

The figure 6.3(b) shows how the reserves scheduled in EQI plus the total physical

flexibility (narrower horizontal bars) exactly meet the total reserves scheduled in EQII, sum

that is lesser than the reserves scheduled in EQI plus the flexibility rights (virtual flexibility

in graph), which together meet the reserves scheduled in EQIII (wider horizontal bars).
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6.3 Case 3: ‘Just’ flexibility demand

Finally, the third case presents a situation where the flexibility bids are all accepted, and

they are just enough to cover the total of the spare reserves scheduled. This situation is

the boundary between the cases previously presented, and that is the reason for having

the same amount of flexibility rights and physical flexibility and thence the same nominal

flexibility. The flexibility capacity bids modified to obtain the described case as follows:

fdw−bid∗ = 2 · fdw−bid = [3 2 0.66 33]T

fup−bid∗ = 2 · fup−bid = [3 2 0.66 33]T

Regarding the firm generators, the reserves scheduled would operate as follows. For

example, the firm generator 3, which is the only with reserve scheduled, can receive

payments by four ways: reserve capacity and reserve deployment of both, upward and

downward reserves. Its capacity payment is fixed after the day-ahead market realization,

and it would equal to 3 $/MW for the 56.67 MW of downward reserve and also for the

56.67 MW of upward reserve because both reserve capacity price offers are the same.

Rather, its deployment payment is bound to is power production in real-time. If it is asked

to generate over its set point, namely 52.67 MW , it will be paid at least 35 $/MWh

generated (30 $/MWh for the energy price offer and 5 $/MWh additional for the reserve

energy price offer). Should this generator have enough scheduled reserve to increase its

total output over 150 MW , and should it be asked to do it, he would be paid at least

45 $/MWh generated due to the compound reserve offer that over 150 MW (or better,

after 150 MW − 52.67 MW = 97.33 MW of incremental energy supplied) increases to

this price (40 $/MWh for the energy price offer and the additional 5 $/MWh). Conversely,

if the same generator is asked to decrease its generation below its set point, it would have

to pay, or better, to return to the ISO no more than 25 $/MWh for the downward reserve

deployed.

In the Figure 6.3(c), the described boundary case is illustrated. It is evident how the

total reserves scheduled in EQI plus the flexibility rights (virtual flexibility in the graph)

or the total physical flexibility (narrower horizontal bars) exactly meet both, the reserves

scheduled in EQII and in EQIII.
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Firm Physical Energy Reserve
Generator Parameters Offer Offer

i
g
min/max
i r

dw/up−max
i goff1/2,i ag1/2,i π

dw/up
i β

dw/up
i

MW MW MW $/MWh $/MW $/MWh

1 0 / 400 100 / 100 200 / 200 10 / 15 10 / 10 5 / 5
2 0 / 400 100 / 100 200 / 200 20 / 25 10 / 10 0 / 0
3 0 / 400 100 / 100 150 / 150 30 / 40 3 / 3 5 / 5

(a) Case study: Firm generators’ offers - Offers submitted by the firm generators for the
market-clearing mechanism. G1 is a nuclear plant (low marginal costs and highly inflexible);
G2 is a large hydro generator (low marginal costs and highly flexible); and G3 is a peaking
gas turbine plant (high marginal costs and highly flexible).

Variable Generation
Predictability

Expected Forecast Forecast Standard
Generator Technology Generation Variance Deviation

l
- - µl σ2

l σl

- - MW MW 2 % of µl

1 Wind Low 10 10.125 31.82
2 Solar Moderate 10 6.75 25.98
3 Hydro High 10 3.375 18.37
4 Multiple High 100 400 20

(b) Case study: Variable generators’ forecasts - Forecasts submitted by variable generators
for the market-clearing mechanism. H1, H2 and H3 are medium DGs whereas H4 is the
aggregation of several small DGs.

Variable Physical Energy Flexibility
Generator Parameters Offer Offer

l
hminl hmaxl hoffl ahl f

dw/up−bid
l Ω

dw/up
l γ

dw/up
l

MW MW MW $/MWh MW $/MW $/MWh

1 0 20 10 5 1.5 / 1.5 8 / 10 30 / 20
2 0 20 10 10 1 / 1 7 / 5 30 / 20
3 0 20 10 15 0.33 / 0.33 7 / 0 30 / 20
4 0 200 100 0 16.5 / 16.5 8 / 10 30 / 20

(c) Case study: Variable generators’ offers and bids - Offers and bids submitted by variable
generators for the market-clearing mechanism. H1, H2 and H3 are medium DGs whereas
H4 is the aggregation of several small DGs.

Table 6.1: Case study: Generators’ offers, bids and forecasts.
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Expected Forecast Forecast Value in Value in Value in
Random Value Variance Standard Deviation k = 1 k = 2 k = 3
Variable µ σ2 σ σ d1 d2 d3

MW MW 2 MW % of µ MW MW MW

g̃µdg 50 6.25 2.5 5 - - -
g̃sdg 100 400 20 20 - - -
g̃mdg 30 6.25 4.5 15 - - -

d̃ 1000 6.25 5 0.5 987.33 1000 1012.77

d̃p 950 31.25 5.59 0.59 936 950 964

d̃r 920 451.5 21.25 2.59 767.33 820 872.67

Table 6.2: Case study: Description of demand, partial residual demand, residual demand and
aggregated variable generation by DG category.
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Group Variable Units Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

gs1 MW 400 400 400

rdw1 MW 0 0 0

rup1 MW 0 0 0

Firm gs2 MW 367.33 367.33 367.33

Generators’ rdw2 MW 0 0 0

Schedule rup2 MW 0 0 0

gs3 MW 52.67 52.67 52.67

rdw3 MW 52.67 52.67 52.67

rup3 MW 52.67 52.67 52.67

hs1 MW 10 10 10

fdw−rights
1 MW 1.5 4.94 3

fdw−nominal
1 MW 1.5 4.08 3

fup−rights1 MW 1.5 6 3

fup−nominal1 MW 1.5 3.17 3

hs2 MW 10 10 10

fdw−rights
2 MW 1 0 2

fdw−nominal
2 MW 1 0 2

fup−rights2 MW 1 1.02 2

Variable fup−nominal2 MW 1 0.54 2

Generators’ hs3 MW 10 10 10

Schedule fdw−rights
3 MW 0.33 0 0.66

fdw−nominal
3 MW 0.33 0 0.66

fup−rights3 MW 0.33 0 0.66

fup−nominal3 MW 0.33 0 0.66

hs4 MW 100 100 100

fdw−rights
4 MW 16.5 41.84 33

fdw−nominal
4 MW 16.5 34.58 33

fup−rights4 MW 16.5 66 33

fup−nominal4 MW 16.5 34.95 33

rup−I MW 14 14 14
rup−II MW 52.67 52.67 52.67
rup−III MW 33.33 60.78 52.67
ζup − 2 0.83 1

fdw−rights MW 19.33 46.78 38.67
fdw−physical MW 38.67 38.67 38.67

Reserves & fdw−nominal MW 19.33 38.67 38.67

Flexibility rdw−I MW 14 14 14
rdw−II MW 52.67 52.67 52.67
rdw−III MW 33.33 87.02 52.67
ζdw − 2 0.53 1

fup−rights MW 19.33 73.02 38.67
fup−physical MW 38.67 38.67 38.67
fup−nominal MW 19.33 38.67 38.67

Energy EENS MW 0 0 0

Shortage & P (∆̃d > 0) % 0 0 0

Energy E[∆̃s] MW 0 0 0

Excess P (∆̃s > 0) % 0 0 0

λaI $/MWh 31.05 31.05 31.05

Energy λaII $/MWh 25 25 25

SMP λa.1III $/MWh 35 38 36.95

λa.2III $/MWh 22 15 20

Table 6.3: Case study: Description of demand, partial residual demand, residual demand and
aggregated variable generation by DG category.
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(a) Illustration of the market-clearing mechanism results for Case 1. The assigned flexibility rights are less
than the spare reserves scheduled (i.e. frights < fphysical).
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(b) Illustration of the market-clearing mechanism results for Case 2. Here, the uncertainty non-arithmetic
aggregation property is exploited, so the variable DGs obtain more flexibility than the one they pay for
(i.e. frights > fphysical).
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(c) Illustration of the market-clearing mechanism results for Case 3, the boundary between Case 1 and Case
2. The assigned flexibility rights meet exactly the spare reserves scheduled (i.e. frights = fphysical).

Figure 6.3: Market clearance for the study case with different flexibility capacity bids.





7
Conclusions

“. . . es que tu me sacas lo mejor de mi. . . ”

“Muerte en Hawaii”, Entren los que quieran (2010)
René Pérez Joglar

A single-period day-ahead market-clearing mechanism designed for a cost-reflective

integration of DG, and specially of variable DG technologies, is proposed. The integration

method is designed in such a way that entry barriers for small participants are avoided and

the additional operational costs introduced by DGs are allocated among those effectively

introducing the costs.

The entry barriers are avoided by classifying generators into several categories according

to their generation capacity, and by further defining specific market participation forms for

each category. In general, the participation forms for categories with larger generators

include bidding schemes with more degrees of freedom in order to allow them to manage

their own market risks. Conversely, smaller generators participate in the market through

simpler bidding schemes that gradually reduce the complexity of the normally onerous risk

management tasks.

The additional operational costs introduced by variable DGs due to the extra reserves

required to reliably operate the system are allocated among those DGs introducing

uncertainty to the power balance equation using the proposed flexibility rights. These

flexibility rights are a cost-reflective market solution, and they work as property rights of

a scarce resource, namely the spare reserves scheduled, that has to be assigned to those

participants who value it more. These tradable rights work the opposite way the reserves

do since they are options automatically exercised by the holder (rather than the ISO) when
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a power deviation with respect to his scheduled output occurs. Furthermore, in case the

flexibility rights assigned exceed in quantity the spare reserves scheduled, the uncertainty

aggregation is exploited, and the marginal cost of the flexibility rights is reduced below the

marginal cost of the physical flexibility. In a converse case where flexibility rights assigned

are less in quantity than the spare reserves scheduled, the marginal cost of the flexibility

rights remains being equal to the marginal cost of the physical flexibility (i.e. there is no

cost reduction), and the spare reserve costs not covered by the mechanism are left to be

recovered afterwards in the balancing market.

7.1 Future Work

As suggested along this thesis, further work is required in the following issues (presented in

increasing level of complexity):

1. An alternative procedure to calculate the reserves required in EQI (i.e. without variable

generation) where the variable generation capacity is now considered without its

variability feature.

2. An algorithm to further allocate flexibility rights and nominal flexibilities among the

aggregated small DGs. It must held the cost-reflectivity and incentive compatibility

principle used to design the overall market-clearing mechanism.

3. Extend the single-period market-clearing mechanism to a complete Unit Commitment

formulation considering the transmission network, contingencies of transmission lines

and firm generators (N − 1 security criterion) and other ancillary services (e.g.

additional reserve services and reactive power) as in Bouffard (2006); Restrepo (2010);

Zimmerman & Murillo-Sánchez (2011).
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